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lte tWsuih tuatrterIg esietv. 

OCTOBER, 1893. 

THE READING OF THE LAW AND PROPHETS IN 

A TRIENNIAL CYCLE. 

II. 

THE general result which follows with perfect certainty 
from the foregoing investigation1 is that the custom of 

reading passages from the Pentateuch regularly 
was very gradually developed, and passed through 
various stages. Be it now our task to follow also the 
Haftaras from their origin to the last stage of their 
Palestinian development, for there can be no doubt that 
the present permanent form of the Haftara was also a 

gradual growth from small beginnings. We must point 
out at once that whilst tradition, with its assumption 
of three stages in the introduction of the Torah readings, 
has made it possible to find out the dates of their establish- 
ment, we have no such help in respect to the readings 
from the prophets. For neither the prophets nor Ezra 
have been represented as originators of this institution.2 
Its date, may, however, be approximately determined from 

' See JEWISH QUARTERLY REVIEW, V., p. 420. 
2 The Karaites (Neubauer, Aus der Petersburger Bibliothek, p. V;) 

name Ezra as the author of the institution of the Haftaras. Yet since 
the ancient authorities make no mention of it, this account does not 
deserve any credit. 
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the following considerations. We found that the intro- 
duction of Pentateuchal week-day portions was ascribed 
to Ezra, and that the date of this institution was the first 

century of the common era. Now since the reading of the 

prophets is not ascribed to Ezra, it must have had a later 
origin, so that its earliest date is the latter part of the first 

century. This inference, in itself extremely weak, is 
considerably strengthened by the fact that the apostles 
(Luke iv. 7; Acts xiii. 15, 27) speak of a regular sabbatical 

prophet portion. This, however, betokens an advanced 

stage of the development; its origin must, therefore, be 
of much earlier date. Further, we see in the Mishna 

(Meg. iv.) the sages of the end of the first century discuss 

concerning the admissibility of reading some prophetical 
pieces in the synagogues. These portions had already 
been assigned to the various Sabbaths, so that we can here 
also infer that the reading from the prophets must have 

originated at latest in the first half of the first century. 
This can be still further demonstrated by the closer 
observation of the passages, some of which were not allowed 
to be read in public, others not to be translated. The 
Mishna (Meg. iv. 10) enumerates several Pentateuch 

passages, which, by way of exception to the rest of the 
Torah, were not expounded to the people after their recital, 
namely, Gen. xxxviii., Exod. xxxii. At the same time it 
mentions also sections from the prophets, which are 

particularly specified as portions not to be read, 
namely, 2 Sam. xiii., Ezek. i., were not to be read as 
Haftaras at all; R. Judah, however, allows it. R. Eliezer is 
of opinion that Ezek. xvi. should not be read as a Haftara. 
If we add to this the statement of the Tosefta, where 
(Meg. iv. 31) Gen. i., xix. 31-38, Judges xix., and 2 Sam. 
xvi. 21, are mentioned as texts which are to remain un- 

explained, whilst 2 Sam. xiii. is altogether excluded from 
the list of Haftaras (v. B. Meg. 25), it is manifestly clear 
that these sections whose translation was interdicted were 
adopted as Haftaras. We see also that several sections 
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which were prohibited to be read publicly by some 
authorities, were allowed by others. If we seek to 
discover those Pentateuch portions to which the above- 
mentioned prophetical pieces are appropriate, we see that 

Judges xix. 22-24 is almost a literal copy of Gen. xix. 4-8; 
Absalom's act, described in 2 Sam. xvi. 21 is similar to 
Reuben's in Gen. xxxv. 22; and also a resemblance between 
2 Sam. xi. 5 and Gen. xxxviii. is noticeable. We notice now 
that just those Pentateuchal passages are suggested byvirtue 
of their contents which were enumerated by the Tosefta; 
so that we have before us the Torah and prophet readings 
of several Sabbaths, both of which were not allowed to be 
translated. Besides the seven mentioned above, the Mishna 
names two other passages from Ezekiel which were 

prohibited to be read as IHaftaras, namely, chaps. i. 
and xvi. The latter chapter has this in common 
with the others mentioned, that in this portion the 
lewdness of the Israelites in Egypt (equal to idolatry) 
is treated in a metaphor; in the others the unchastity 
of Reuben, Amnon, Absalom, and David is referred to as 
fact. The Talmud (J. lMegilla, III. 10, and B. Megilla, 25b) 
gives us some idea as to why these passages should not be 
made accessible and intelligible to the common folk. It is 
narrated there that when R. Eliezer heard somebody 
translating Ez. xvi., he said to him, "Why do you pry 
after the abomination of Jerusalem; go, inquire first 
after your mother's shame." It was not deemed advisable 
to calumniate the past of their own ancestors, their own 
nation; they heard enough of this from other quarters 
outside their own Bible. It was for this reason also 
that Leviticus xx. was prohibited to be translated or 
explained in the synagogue.1 This, however, could not 
have been the cause of the rejection of Ezek i., since 
this describes nothing except the revelation of God to 

Chlagigca, II., 1. As we shall see, Ezek. xvi. was the Haftara of the 
Pentateuchal portion of Lev. xx. 

A2 
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Ezekiel. We can, however, gather from an ancient 
source (B. Ciagiga, 13a) that this particular chapter very 
nearly brought about the exclusion of the entire book from 
the Canon. There were based on the description of the 
divine throne philosophical speculations concerning God 
and the Universe, which were calculated to divert the 

thoughts of the Jews into forbidden paths. On this 
account it was prohibited to read this chapter in public, 
so that the propagation of the doctrines which were derived 
from its contents should be retarded. It was the tendency 
towards Gnosticism which first began to make itself felt in 
Judaism in the first quarter of the second century. 

R. Joshua was the contemporary and colleague of R. 
Eliezer, who disallowed the explanation of those passages 
in Holy Writ which dealt with the abominations of Israel. 
This Rabbi (R. Joshua) controverted the doctrine of the 
Gnosis, the blending of which with Judaism had hitherto 
met with little or no opposition (vide Joel, Blicke in die 

Religionsgeschichte, I., p. 154 ff.). We see, however, that this 

portion was considered dangerous at an earlier period, 
namely, at the establishment of the Canon. We are told 
(B. Shab. 13b) that the Book of Ezekiel was nearly excluded 
from the Canon on account of its containing contradictions 
of the Torah. This happened in the year 67.1 Were these 
inconsistencies never noticed before, or were they accepted 
without demur ? 

In reference to the section of the Prophet Ezekiel, 
mentioned before, we must not forget that it was considered 

dangerous only with respect to the illiterate. The learned 
were never prohibited either to read or explain Ezek. i. 
(Chagiga ii. 1). Where then did the common people obtain 
the opportunity of discovering contradictions between the 
Torah and the Prophets ? This must assuredly have been 
most naturally afforded them by the coupling together of 
those passages which were inconsistent-by the reading of 

I Cp. Graietz, Geseh ichte, III4., pp. 473 and 810. 
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Ez. xliv. as Haftara to Lev. xxi. Hence it may be inferred 
that the practice of reading Sabbath Haftaras was already 
in vogue before the destruction of the Temple. A similar 
deduction might be derived from the account given in the 

Apostolic writings. True it might be objected that the 

people were not sufficiently acquainted with the Hebrew 

tongue to appreciate the differences existing between 
the Prophet and the Torah, and that there was no Aramaic 
translation at such an early period. 

We know, however, that the composition of the Targum 
to the Prophets in its most ancient form must be dated in 
the first half of the first century (Bacher: Aggada der 
Tzaniaiten, I., p. 23). This fact also may be taken as con' 

firming the opinion that portions of the Prophets were then 
read, for the making of a translation at that period implies 
that it was wanted. This want could nowhere have been 
more strongly felt than in the Synagogue, where the 

Prophets had to be expounded in public. All accounts 
therefore agree in dating the regular Sabbath readings 
out of the Prophets before the destruction of the Temple. 
It cannot, however, be decided, through want of documen- 

tary evidence bearing on this matter, whether already 
before the common era the institution of the Haftara 
extended to the festivals and extraordinary Sabbaths.1 

How then did the introduction of the prophet readings 
originate ? We saw above that the most ancient Sabbath 

portions came into vogue on account of the controversy 
ensuing between the Pharisees and the Samaritans on the 
one hand, and the Sadducees on the other. The Samaritans 

accepted the Torah, but did not acknowledge the pro- 
phetical writings. The Pharisees, however, who laid stress 
on spreading the knowledge of Holy Writ, and as under- 

1 Hoffmann (PMagazii fiir die JVissensehaft des Judenthlums IX., p. 162) 

only proves-from the history of the Mishna-that there were no 
Haftaras specially fixed for the festivals and the four special Sabbaths 
at the time of the first redaction of the Mishna by Hillel. There can 
be no doubt, however, as to the existence of Haftaras at that period. 
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stood by them, soon noticed that numerous passages in the 

prophets supported their explanation of the Pentateuch. 
A two-fold object was attained by the appeal to these 
books. First, they proved the equal importance of the 

prophetical and Pentateuchal Scriptures by showing that 
the former also contained laws and observances; secondly, 
the views of the Pharisees were considerably strengthened 
thereby. This latter support was also necessary as a means 
of opposing the Sadducees, who, as we saw, occasioned by 
their polemics the establishment of several Sabbath lessons. 
We must, therefore, look for the earliest Haftaras in those 

passages of the Prophets which could be utilised in the con- 

troversy concerning the festivals and the Temple worship. 
There was certainly no prophet who spoke so scathingly 
on this matter as Ezekiel, who devoted a part of his pro- 
phecy to this very purpose. We have already found that 

passages from this book were read as Haftaras in the first 

century, so that we must seek the earliest prophet portions 
in this book. The verses which are specially mentioned by 
tradition (B. Menaclkoth 45a) as containing contradictory 
matter are Ez. xlv. 18, 20, and xliv. 31. The first verse 

speaks of the 1st of Nissan, the second of the 7th of the 
same month, and the third of the food which the priests 
were forbidden to partake of. The first passage then must 
have been recited, as it is at the present day, on the 1st of 
Nissan; and in this way we arrive at the chapter out of 
which were chosen the first Haftaras. If we examine seri- 
atim the verses of this portion we notice that verses 18-25 
treat of the festivals, and that in ver. 15 the Shekel is ex- 

pressly named, and thus this might have served in the 
earliest days of the institution as the Haftara for Sabbath 
Shekalim; and, in fact, we find this passage cited as 
Haftara for this Sabbath, as we shall shortly see. Further, 
Ez. xxxvi. 25 was already in ancient times the prophet 
portion for Sabbath Para, and in similar way xlv. 17 was 
selected for one of the extraordinary Sabbaths. We must 
add to this that the passages interdicted as Haftaras by some 
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rabbis belong to Ezekiel. In this way we arrive at the 
certain conclusion that the earliest Haftaras were taken from 
this book, and were originally assigned to the festivals and 
special Sabbaths. These were recited immediately after 
the reading of the Torah portion, which had to be explained 
by the passage from the Prophets. For the homilies 
on the festival and the Sabbath did not succeed the 
Torah reading, but the Haftara. Since this formed the 
conclusion of the reading and divine worship' (vide Rappo- 
port, Erech Millin, Article mrjntts) the prophet passage 
was called mnir or niasn (end). The expression snnfwt 
or snmbw s2, which is only a translation of sHnts, is also 

applied to the same. Since the Haftara had no significance 
in and for itself, and was, indeed, only instituted for the 
purpose of endorsing the Pentateuchal lesson of the day, it 
was necessary that the person reciting the Haftara should 
previously read a few verses from the Torah Seder. We 
find, in fact, this rule explicitly established (B. Meg. 23a). 
In this way also we arrive at the motive which prompted 
the choice of the Haftaras, for only such a passage could 
confirm and explain the Torah reading, which treated of 
the same subject. The Haftaras must, therefore, have been 
of similar contents to the Pentateuch portion (B. Mteg. 29b). 

Let us now look closely into the prophet passages which 
the Tosefta (Meg. iv.) enumerates in detail, together with 

'It is interesting to compare with this the explanation of the com- 
mentator of Maimuni's Jlishlte Torah (Cat. Neubauer, No. 620, p. 68b). &'p3 

tnrnnS nmsnn nDn myn ;tmo ijnwp nrwa ti Novcan m ;pw wlp ,1? 

2 In a MS. which contains the enumeration of the Haftaras for the tri- 
ennial cycle (Cat. Neubauer, No. f. 22). That this word is not similar in 

meaning to l1p: ('ide Geiger, Jild. Zeitschrift, xi. p. 85) is clear from 
a MS. emanating from Egypt (Cat. Neubauer, e. 20, p. 29b), which super- 
scribes the plD of the Y'IP for the Sabbath t 11' 1D1 with the expres- 
sion KnOD5WK. This proves clearly how the word was used in Egypt. 
Besides, the Pesikta Rabbati itself (p. 1b) uses the verb in the same sense, 

saying :2 r t ilW Dnnn; cp. Zunz, Gottesdienst. Vortiige, p. 367, 
note 7. 
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the Torah readings to which they are attached: we find the 
four special Sabbaths only provided with Haftaras; other- 
wise no festival or Sabbath is mentioned. Ez. xxxvi. 25 
is assigned to Para, and xlv. 18 to Chodesh, so that both 
are taken from Ezekiel, from which it is again clear that this 
was the source of the oldest Haftaras. Yet for Shekalim 
2 Kings xii. was selected, which choice the Boraitha (B. .leg. 
29b) confirms. This weakens the theory that the prophet 
portions for the special Sabbaths, as indeed for all other 
occasions as well, were derived from Ezekiel whenever this 
book contained appropriate passages. On the other hand, 
it may be mentioned that the Karaites, who we shall see 
retained a good many of the old Haftaras, adopted Ez. xlv. 
12 as the Haftara for Shekalim. Since, however, the ancient 
authorities, as the Boraitha and Tosefta, testify to the other 
portion, the origin of the latter must be considered. The 
Talmud (B. Jleg. 29b) gives the same Haftara, and explains 
its suitability for Sabbath Shekalim, on account of the 
similarity existing between the words in 2 Kings xii. 5, 
and Exodus xxx. 12, which is the Seder for Sabbath 
Shekalim. But there is no similarity of contents, and the 
verbal agreement does not go even so far as to include 
the word ;bpr, which does not occur in 2 Kings xii. 
We can discover the motive prompting the choice of this 
passage by examining a third Haftara which the Pesikta 
Rabbati proffers for the same Sabbath, namely, 1 Kings iv. 
20. This verse reads as follows : "Judah and Israel were as 
numerous as the sand on the sea shore, eating, drinking, and 
joyous." It is clear that it has nothing in common with 
Shekalim. It is, however, appropriate for a Pentateuch 
portion which deals with the numbering of Israel. In reality 
the Shekalim Seder opens with the words, "When you 
tell the tale of the heads of the children of Israel, let every 
person give the ransom of his soul to the Lord when he 
is counted." This is not then the Haftara for Shekalim, 
but for the portion which was read on this Sabbath, so 
that neither the Pentateuch nor prophet passages have any 
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bearing on the significance of the day itself. It must then 
have been a product of a time when the special Sabbath 
had already lost its original signification, of which there- 
fore no consideration was taken, and the Haftara was 

accordingly chosen with an eye to the wording of the Penta- 
teuch portion (see J. Q. R., V., p. 452). Since, then, 2 Kings 
xii. 5 is in literal agreement with Exodus xxx. 12, it was 

apportioned to this Torah passage. Yet, how can we explain 
the existence of the two Haftaras for one Sabbath ? Does 
it represent only a difference in custom prevailing in various 
localities ? Why did the passages from Ezekiel disappear 
so early from the Ritual ? Let us recall to our minds the 
fact that the Shekalim reading itself is the result of a de- 

velopment, inasmuch as, originally, Numbers xxviii. was 
read on Shekalim. It is possible that the passage in 
Ezekiel was the Haftara for this latter reading, and that 
both Num. xxviii. and Ez. xlv. 12 lapsed at the same 
time, since they were inter-dependent.1 

Yet this Pentateuch portion was still known among the 

Babylonians (B. Mleg. 29b), and one of the Rabbis remarked 
that in Palestine, Numbers xxviii. in the ordinary course of 
the Sabbath Sedarim, fell on Sabbath Shekalim, i.e., the 
1st of Adar. It is interesting to pursue this inquiry for a 
little while, and to divide the Sedarim accordingly. In the 
second year of the cycle, Exodus xxx. 2, was reached on 
Sabbath Shekalim, which was the acknowledged lesson 
for that day in Babylonia, where also the beginning of 
the year, for the purpose of reading the Law, was the last 
Sabbath in Tishri. Apart from the consideration that 
the account itself was only a makeshift in order to answer 
the question propounded in the Talmud, and which 
had no other reason, there is no authority which could 
lead us to place the commencement of the reading cycle 

In later times, when, as we shall see, the Haftaras were mostly taken 
from Isaiah, Isaiah ii. 9 might have been the Haftara, since its initial 
word corresponded with that of the Pentateuch Seder, which was sufficient 
to establish a connection (vide the older Pesi7ta, p. 11b). 
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on the Sabbath after mn rr nnnr. As regards the IIaftara 
named by the Pesikta to this portion of the law, we have 
already seen that it applies not to the Shekalim really, but 
only to the Sabbath on which this passage happened to be 
read in the course of the continuous reading of the Torah. 
To the preacher, however, it seemed appropriate as a text 
for the Shekalim discourse. He had every right to make 
this use of it, since it formed the Haftara of this portion 
when read as the ordinary Pentateuch Seder. We shall see 
that the author of the Pesikta Rabbati adopts a similar line 
of action in other cases besides the one under discussion. 

Those prophet sections named by the Tosefta as Haftaras 
for Para and Chodesh remained unchanged. No other 
appropriate passages could be found, since no other prophet 
makes any allusion to the laws contained in the Penta- 
teuchal lessons for these days.1 We find, however, that the 
reading for Sabbath Zachor was not taken from Ezekiel, 
since the name of Amalek does not occur at all in Ezekiel. 
In 1 Samuel xv. 2, however, we have the description of the 
fulfilment of the mandate commanded in the Pentateuch, 
Deut. xxv. 17. There can be no doubt, therefore, that the 

passage proffered by the Tosefta was the original Haftara for 
this Sabbath. The Pesikta BRabbati has a different account, 
taking Judges v. 14 as the Haftara, whose only point of 
contact with the Pentateuch portion is the mentioning of 
the name Amalek. We should feel inclined to consider the 
Haftara as of later origin without being able to justify 
why the older and more correct Haftara had been allowed 
to lapse in the synagogue of the author of the Pesikta; 
the Midrash Rabba to Numbers ch. i., however, also cites 
this Haftara. For from that verse which formed the Haftara 
for Parasha Zachor (Judges v. 14), it is in the Midrash con- 

1 The older Peksikta, however, gives another Haftara for Para, 1 Kings 
v. 13. This verse mentions the cedar tree and the hyssop, which were re- 
quired for the proper manipulation of the ashes of the Red Cow. At any 
rate it is certain that the prophet passages cited by the Pesikta were 
Haftaras. 
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eluded that Joshua, for his bravery in the battle against 
the Amalekites, was rewarded by God in that the members 
of his tribe at the time of Deborah bore themselves tri- 

umphantly against the same enemy. This connection 
between the prophetical and Pentateuchal portion read on 
Purim gives us a simple reason for the choice of the 
Haftara made by the Pesikta. It is the prophetical 
lesson for Purim when falling on Sabbath on which Exod. 
xvii. 8 was read as the lesson,1 and which had as its 
Haftara the passage selected for Purim, namely, Judges 
v. 14. This verse was taken as his text by the preacher. 

Before we proceed to discuss the other prophet lessons, 
it is necessary to take into consideration the decision 
of an important question. It may be urged that there 
is no sense in speaking of original and later Haftaras 
since it is generally accepted that the person who was 
called up to the Law had free choice of his portion from 
the Prophets (vide Zunz, Gottesdienstliche Vortrdge, p. 7; 
Schiirer, Geschichte II., p. 380). The following statement, 
in Luke iv. 17, is the basis for this assumption:-cal 
elaXOefEv caa TO ?el&0O9 avrT ev Tp flj.epa T&v c'aT3/caTWv eio 
T7'v o-vvaycoryv cKa; atveaCT1Y ava7vcvat; Kca 7Tre6o071 av'Tr 

/3l\Xtov TroV 7pocfrjov 'Hoaio'v cKa aVvarTv:a9 TO, /3/3Xlov 
dVpEv TO7TOV oV5 ?V rye7pa/,L1.evov. 

"He went to the synagogue, as was his wont every Sab- 
bath, and stood up for the purpose of reading. 

" The Book of the Prophet Isaiah was given him, and he 
opened the book and found the place where it was written." 

Since the decision of the question depends on this pas- 
sage, it is necessary to make a close examination of it, 
The prophetical lessons differed from those of the Penta- 
teuch in this important point, that whereas the latter 
had to be read in an unbroken series, the former could 
always be taken from any place in the prophetical writ- 
ings. Only one condition had to be fulfilled: the passage 

1 See above, p. 456. 
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must be similar in contents to the Torah portion of that 
day. This is clear from the origin of the institution 
itself; and, moreover, the examples quoted by the Mishna, 
Boraitha and Tosqfta, bear indisputable testimony to the 
existence of this condition. If, then, it was the context that 
determined the choice of the Haftara, was it possible that 
anyone was allowed to stand up, open the book of the 
prophets, and read whatever passage seemed suitable to 
him ? This, however, is not stated in the above quotation. 
It says distinctly that the Book of Isaiah was handed to 
Jesus. Can this be called a perfectly free selection if, out 
of eight prophetical books from which Haftaras could be 
taken, and were always taken, only one was handed to 
the reader to choose a passage from ? Was there not, in 
this way, a great limitation placed on the selection of a 
passage of similar context to the Torah portion? 

The view of a search made entirely according to the 
discretion of the person called up was based on the inter- 
pretation of etpev, "he found." The word, however, has 
just the opposite meaning. The roll of the Prophets was 
handed him with the passage to be read already prepared. 
Jesus opened it, and "found" the place which he did not 
look for, but which had been previously arranged. I base 
no argument on the rule that the Torah should never be 
rolled in public, since it was not enacted in respect to the 
Prophets; and, moreover, as we shall see for certain pur- 
poses, it was allowed in the synagogue to roll the scroll 
of the Prophets when the Haftara was finished. From 
these considerations it may be inferred that the person 
called to the Law was not permitted to choose his own 
prophetical passage, but that it was the duty of the heads 
of the synagogue or of the teachers to select an appropriate 
portion. We must not, however, be induced to think that 
already in the time of Jesus the Sabbath Haftaras were 
fixed, since we are not certain whether there were prophet 
readings for every Sabbath in this period. If, however, it 
was regular the date of its general acceptance as a fixed 
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institution could not have been far back. A general 
question.might be asked in reference to this statement in 
Luke iv. 18-19. We are told that Jesus read Isaiah lxi. 1, 2, 
and it is doubtful whether Luke means that this formed 
the beginning of the Haftara, or whether the whole con- 
sisted of only two verses. Let us test this matter by 
reference to established Haftaras. Friedman (Pesikta 
Rabbati, cap. 1, note 1) says that the verse which the 

preacher took as his text was the concluding one of the 
Haftara, which, however, consisted of several verses. When 
we were considering the more extensive Pentateuch 

readings, we found that in most ancient times one or two 
verses were adjudged sufficient to each person, and that 
some time elapsed before it was decided to read twenty- 
one verses every Sabbath. Hence it may be deduced 
that at the earliest period of the introduction of 
the Haftaras, these consisted of only a few verses, 
especially since the prophet lesson had only to strengthen 
what was contained in the Torah passage, for which 
endorsement one or two verses would suffice. The ancient 
authorities, indeed, afford us proof for this theory. The 
Tosefta (3ieg. iv. 3) enacted that only one verse at a 
time should be read from the Torah to the translator, and 
not more than three from the Prophets; if, however, the 
latter were not intimately connected with each other they 
had to be read separately. The Tosefta (Meg. iv. 18) adduces 
an example for the second case in order to make the rule 

intelligible; namely, Isaiah lii. 3, 4, 5 (cp. B. Meg. 24a). 
These three verses had the same value as an ordinary nine, 
since each had to be read separately. The Tosefta makes 
no mention of the following verses which had to be read 

together in sets of three; whence it may be inferred that 
it considered these three verses as constituting the whole 
Haftara. Moreover, it is clear from the MS., which enume- 
rates the Haftaras of the triennial cycle,' that these short 

See below, p. 39. 
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Haftaras were in vogue not only in the second and third 
centuries but also in the Middle Ages. We find in this 
MS. that in certain cases the direction tnpi 7plDb (" two 
verses, not more,") was added to the initial and concluding 
words of the Haftara which had only two verses, to dis- 
tinguish such Haftara from those prophet portions which 
contained several verses, e.g., the Haftara to Gen. vi. 9 ; xvii. 
1; xx., and Exod. xiii. The Tosefta in reference to Isaiah 
lii. 3-5, which formed the Haftara to Gen. xxxix. 1, conveys 
a similar opinion that three verses were sufficient. We can 

easily understand from this that Ez. xlv. 17, and-accord- 
ing to the Boraitha and Pesikta-Isaiah lxvi. 23, which 
contain in brief the contents of the portion read from the 
Torah on a Sabbath which was also a New Moon, or allude 
to the signification of the occasion, were only one-verse 
Haftaras, since the verse immediately following, Ez. xlv. 
18, speaks of another day, and has no connection with 
Sabbath and New Moon. The Pesikta, which takes this 
verse as text, thus did not consider it as the last verse of 
an extensive piece, but as the Haftara for the day. This 
is also the case with Ez. xxxvi. 25, which is assigned as the 
Haftara to Sabbath Para by the Tosefta and Pesikta, which 
is also found as the initial verse, and not as the end of the 
Haftara, in the Karaitic and Egyptian Rituals (Cat. 
Neubauer, No. d. 3). It was only natural that the Haftaras 
should not always keep to their one verse, especially after 

they had lost their original import, and no longer served 
the purpose of explaining the Torah reading, but were recited 
with the object of propagating a knowledge of the pro- 
phetical writings. The Haftaras were extended in a similar 
manner to that adopted in the enlargement of the Penta- 
teuch portions, first to three verses then to ten, finally 
reaching twenty-one (.1. llegilla iv. 2; B. feg. 23a). Just 
as in the case of the Torah Sedarim so it was with the 
number of verses of the Haftara: for a long time it was 
pure theory, not being actually adopted in the practice of 
the synagogue. The Talmud (J., loc. cit.) says that if there 
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is a Meturgernan who translates the prophet passages, then 
three verses would be sufficient (cp. Tractate Sopherin xii. 
7, xiv. 1, where three, five, and seven verses are mentioned 
for this case). An Amora (B. Meg. 23a.) demonstrates 
this by fact; for he points to Jer. vii. 21 as an accepted 
Haftara which contained less than twenty-one verses. 
As the reason for this fact, which contradicts the 

theory, we are told that the contents of the passage 
come to an end before the twenty-one verses. The same 
Rabbi cites R. Jochanan as a support, who never allowed 
more than ten verses to be recited at a time, even if the 

subject did not cease there.1 These rules were only faith- 

fully adhered to at a later period, when the principle was 

adopted that the Haftara should open and end with good 
tidings (Mieg. iii. 8). In this way several verses were added 
to the actual Haftara, generally at the conclusion, which 
had nothing in common with it. Since verses with favour- 
able tidings were not always to be found, to offer 
consolation at a time of dire persecution and cruel oppres- 
sion, the Mishna (Mleg. iv. 4) allowed the omission of 
verses which were not appropriate in the same book, and in 
the case of the minor prophets permission was given to skip 
from one to the other (Tosefta Meg. iv. 18). It is super- 
fluous to adduce individual examples of this pro- 
ceeding, since there were very few prophet readings which 
did not suffer similar treatment, as we shall see from the 
MSS. It seldom happened however that the actual Haftara 
verse was not retained as the initial one, or that sundry 
verses were read before it.2 

1 MS. Cat. Neubauer, No. e. 31 has in fact only eight verses for Lev. 
vi. 1, whose Haftara was formed by the piece mentioned. We shall 
presently explain this. 

2 In the Middle Ages the reason was sought why the Haftara should 
be arranged to consist of exactly twenty-one verses, it not being observed 
that it was borrowed from the twenty-one verses of the Torah Seder. 
The MS. Cat. _VTeubauer, No. 620, p. 68b, mentions in this commentary 
on Maimuni as the reason, that the smallest Prophet work, Obadiah, 
consisted of twenty-one verses if TD312 I'21 ;~J W1. 
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The Tosefta cites as the Haftara for Shekalim, 2 Kings 
xii. If we wish to decide on the basis of the result that 
has hitherto been attained what verses in this chapter were 
assigned to Shekalim, we are compelled to limit the Haftara 
to verses 5-6, since these alone have any allusion to the 
Torah portion which belongs to this Sabbath. There is 
opposed to this opinion, however, a statement in the Talmud 
(J. 2feg. iv. 5), where an attempt is made to place 
limits on the freedom allowed in omitting prophet 
verses and reading the following; as an example is quoted, 
jnrn :rnirt , which is the Haftara for Shekalim in vogue 
amongst us. No further explanation is given as to what is 
meant thereby. Miiller (Tractate Sop/terim, p. 157) expounds 
this remark to imply that 2 Kings xi. 1-7 was read as 
introduction, after which followed the actual prophet 
section. Two facts, however, controvert this view. First, 
in the time of the Talmud no verse was placed before the 
initial Haftara verse. Secondly, Miiller's explanation 
does not agree with the proper sense of the word 7hbtn. 
It is much more probable that the skipping applied to 
the reading of ch. xii. 10 directly after verses 5, 6, since 
this was appropriate for the Sabbath. 

We now approach the consideration of the prophet 
readings in vogue on the festivals, which are enumerated 
in detail by Boraitha B. Meg. 31a.1 It might have been 

expected that these should have been taken from Ezekiel 
xlv., since several verses in this chapter treat of the 
various festivals; moreover, we have already noticed that 
the Haftaras for Chodesh and Shekalim were taken from 
this passage. None of the ancient authorities, however, 

1 Rappoport (Erebh ?illin, p. 168b) assumes that only the festivals and 
the four special Sabbaths were provided with fixed Haftaras, the others 
being left to the discretion of the TDBD. We have already had occasion to 
note, however, that there existed other fixed Haftaras besides those men- 
tioned by Rappoport. We have already pointed out that Isaiah lii. is cited 
by the Tosefta as an example of a generally accepted Haftara. Jeremiah 
vii. was also an established prophet reading. 

16 
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name any festival Haftaras as being derived from Ezekiel. 
At the same time, it does not by any means exclude that 
there existed festival portions extracted from this prophet's 
writings. 7* nriD from Joshua is assigned to the first 
day of Passover, by which is meant ch. v. 10, where we find 
described the Passover that was celebrated at Gilgal. On the 
other hand, the Halachoth Pesukoth (p. 132) and H. Gedoloth 
(p. 617), contradicting the Boraitha in the Babylonian Tal- 
mud, selected Joshua iii., which section, it must be admitted, 
is decidedly suitable as a Passover reading. The Spanish 
Jews also adopted the latter as their Passover Haftara. The 
existence of the two prophet passages for one festival can, 
without difficulty, be explained on the basis of a triennial 
division of the Torah Sedarim. Joshua v. 20 is in almost 
literal agreement with Num. ix. 2 and 3, which portion, as 
we saw (p. 439), formed the Pentateuchal lesson for the first 
day Passover in the third year of the cycle. In the second 
year Exod. xii. 29 was read, with which Joshua iii. 5 corre- 
sponds; so that we meet here again with the fact that was 
noted in connection with the consideration of the Shekalim 
portion: namely, the Haftara for Passover was not selected 
for the occasion, but was the Haftara of the portion which 
was, in the regular triennial cycle, reached on the Passover.1 
Since the stage in the development immediately preceding 
must have been represented by the selection of prophet por- 
tions for the festival and such as were appropriate to its 
import, we may very well assume that these latter were 
derived from the verses contained in Ezekiel xlv. Having 
apportioned the Haftaras to the second and third years 
of the cycle it behoves us now to find one for the first. We 
have already several times noticed that the Babylonian 
teachers were always guided by the Palestinians in their 
decisions concerning the Torah readings. Consequently, 
their prophet portion for the festivals must, for the most 

1 The Haftara instituted at a later time and taken from Isaiah 
xliv. 26) is preserved in the Pesikta. 
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part, have been derived from a Palestinian model. For the 
second day of Passover, which was a Babylonian inno- 
vation, they (the Babylonians) assigned as Haftara, 2 Kings 
xxiii. 21.1 We know from other sources (p. 442) that Gen. 
iv. constituted the Pentateuch Seder for the first day of 
Passover in the first year of the cycle, which led to the 

assumption that the sacrifices of Cain and Abel were Paschal 

offerings ; consequently, the Haftara quoted, which describes 
the Paschal oblations of the King Josiah, was peculiarly 
suited for this Pentateuchal lesson.2 

The Boraitha names 2 Samuel xxii. for the seventh day 
of Passover. Let us not forget, however, that the Torah 
portion of this day was assigned to it in the ordinary course 
of the reading of the law, and that it contained an account 
of the passage through the Red Sea, together with the Song 
(Ex. xv.). The prophet lesson for the day had to refer to the 
miracle, or consist of a song of thanks after a rescue from 
some danger. The passage, 2 Sam. xxii., corresponds to the 
latter, inasmuch as it is stated, as a superscription to the 

prayer, that it was composed after the poet had been de- 
livered from the hands of his enemy. On the other hand, 
the Babylonians selected Isaiah x. 32 to xi. 16 as the 
Haftara for the eighth day, which verses apply to the inci- 
dent of the Red Sea miracle, so that we have before us a 
second prophet reading, which deals with the other event 
described in the Pentateuch reading. We cannot expect here 
three Haftaras for the different years of the cycle, since the 
same portion was recited every year. When the ordinary 

Verse 21 forms the commencement of the original prophet lesson, 
according to the Karaites and also in the MS. quoted by Hildesheimer 

(nlInl$ n,1:I, p. 617, note); he, however, considers this astonishing and 
unintelligible. We have already demonstrated above that in the early 
Middle Ages the initial Haftara verses were not allowed to be changed. 
Verses were added only after the Haftara. 

2 For the original reading in Leviticus xxiii., which we saw was 
generally accepted, the Haftara might have been Micah vi. 3. This is, in 
fact, treated as a Passover Haftara by the Pesikta (p. 76b). 
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Sabbath Sedarim were read on the festivals, as we have 
already shown, corresponding prophet passages were 
recited with the Torah Sedarim, Gen. v. and Numn. x. re- 
spectively; of these, however, we find no trace in the 
ancient sources, since these did not seem appropriate for 
Passover. The Boraitha proffers two Haftaras for Shabuoth. 
One Pentateuch portion, Deut. xvi. 9, is connected with 
Habakkuk; the other, Exod. xix., with Ezekiel i. The 
astonishing phenomenon that there should already have 
existed at such an early period a difference of opinion 
in respect to the prophet readings is explained by the 
fact that there was a similar lack of unanimity in regard 
to the Torah readings of the same festival. Both prophet 
portions describe the appearance of God, an account of 
which is also to be found in the festival portion, Exod. xix. 
and also in the lessons, Gen. xv. and Num. xvi., which were 
apportioned to Shabuoth in accordance with the continuous 
reading of the Torah. This division affords us the explana- 
tion of the selection of Ezekiel i. for Shabuoth, since we 
find there no allusion to the significance of the festival, 
and, besides, a date is given at the head of the chapter 
which does not agree with that of the festival. 

But Ezekiel i. 4 is in almost literal identity with Gen. 
xv. 12, and therefore Ezekiel i. would be a fitting Haftara 
for Gen. xv. Habakkuk is cited by the Boraitha without 
any more definite qualification. The different rituals are 
almost at one, however, in placing the beginning of the 
Haftara as iii. 1; only a few have ii. 20, as beginning. For 
the third year, when Numbers xvi. was recited, Isaiah vi. 1 

might have been chosen, which chapter the different 
rituals were unanimous in applying to Exod. xix., since it 
contains a description of the Revelation of God. It is 
connected, moreover, with Num. xvi. 20-35, whose context 
also corresponds with the import of the festival.1 When 

I The date given in Acts ii. 1 is Shabuoth. In rv. 16-21 Joel iii. 1-5 
is introduced and explained. This would lead us to the assumption 
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the Babylonians introduced a second day of Shabuoth, they 
found two prophet portions at their disposal. They re- 
versed their order, however, as the Talmud points out.l 

The Boraitha mentions two Haftaras for the New Year, 
which, as was the case with the festival just treated, are 
connected with the different Pentateuch portions: namely 
Jeremiah xxxi. 19 was attached to Leviticus xxiii., and 
1 Samuel ii. to Gen. xxi. Rashi has already remarked that 
the existence of the expression i:nts m : in the first 
Haftara occasioned its choice, since the festival was called 
qm:trr t r, "Day of Memorial." The selection of the other 

Haftara which describes the visitation of the barren 
Hannah was due to the similarity of its context with 
Gen. xxx. 22, which formed the original Torah reading for 
New Year, and which verse, moreover, bears a striking 

that this was considered as the Haftara in that service, from which 
the author gathered his information. This view is supported by the 
context which describes the propagation of the Divine Spirit and the 
effect of the appearance of God on Nature, and is similar to that which 
we saw constituted the contents of the festival portions given above. 
This passage of the Acts, however, is too vague for us to regard the quota- 
tion of a prophetic passage sufficient to accept it as Haftara for this 
festival without finding any direct reference to it as such. 

The words in B. 3fegilia, 31a, could be understood simply to convey 
that the Babylonians read Exod. xix. and Ezekiel i. on the first day, 
and Deut. xvi. and Habakkuk iii. on the second. This view is sup- 
ported by the fact that the succession of the Pentateuch and Prophet 
books from which the festival Sedarim and Haftaras were respectively 
taken, is in accordance with the arrangement of the Canon. As a set-off 

against this we are bound to notice that the command contained in 
Deut. xvi., in reference to the counting of the weeks, would have been 
suitable for the first day of the festival, since this followed immediately 
after, and was dependent on the counting of the weeks. Moreover, the 
description of the day of the Revelation, which forms the subject matter 
of Exod. xix., would have been just as appropriate for the second day as 
for the first, especially as the Seder Olam and other traditional works date 
this remarkable event on the 7th of Sivan. It seems, however, that the 
reversal of the order applied only to the Haftaras, since Deut xvi. was 

brought into connection with Ezekiel i., and Exod. xix. with Habakkuk 
iii. As a matter of fact, these two last are well suited to each other, and 
we can very well understand that the Babylonians fully appreciated the 

analogy between them, and read them together accordingly. 

20 
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analogy to that expounded by the Pesikta Rabbati with 
reference to the New Year, namely, 1 Sam. ii. 21. This 
same sentence is equally appropriate to the portion selected 
in later times for the Torah reading of the New Year, 
namely, Gen. xxi. The Karaites read as Haftara Joel 
ii. 1, which celebrates the festival as ninlrn t:i , this 
making the third prophet portion assigned to New Year. 
We see clearly from the Pesikta Rabbati, which discusses 
this same verse in its New Year Piska, that it was not 
originally introduced by the Karaites (vide Friedmann 
to the passage, and the quotation from Midrash Yelamdenu 
in Revue des Etudes Jtuies, XIV., p. 96). The Pesikta 
d. R. Kahana apportioned it as Haftara to the Sabbath 
immediately following New Year. This had its origin in 
the fact that the author did not know exactly what to do 
with this portion, which was no longer known to him as 
the Haftara for the festival. He therefore assigned it to 

-wrin rn=, with which the verse in question has nothing 
in common. The existence of the three prophet sections 
is not only explicable, but also necessary in accordance 
with the triennial cycle, since in the ordinary course of the 
reading three Torah Sedarim were reached on the three New 
Year Festivals of the cycle. We must now connect each 
with its respective prophet passage. We shall receive 
great help in this matter from the data already arrived at, 
and also from the Midrash. Apart from the consideration 
that 1 Sam. ii. 21 is contextually connected with Gen. xxi., 
a Midrashic work bears testimony to the existence of the 
former as Haftara to the latter. 

I have already explained above (p. 431) that the Genesis 
Aggada (Jellinek, Beth-hammidrash IV.) is in perfect agree- 
ment with the reading of the Law in a triennial cycle. 
Every section of this collection has three divisions. The 
first consists of a discussion on the Sabbath Seder from 
the Pentateuch, the second on its Haftara verse, and 
the third is based on a verse from the Psalms, which 
latter proceeding we shall have to deal with. The Midrash 
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is in an imperfect state of preservation, yet it gives a full 
account of the Pentateuch and prophet readings, as will be 
manifest to us when we come to consider the individual 
Haftaras. This Aggada assigns as the Haftara to Gen. xxi. 
the passage already cited as the New Year Haftara, namely, 
1 Sam. ii. 21. Since this Haftara-confirmed on many 
sides-was selected on account of its similarity with the 
Pentateuch portion, it may be assumed that this had to be 
read also on the ordinary Sabbath, on which this Seder 

(Gen. xxi. or xxx.) happened to fall in the regular course 
of the reading. In reality we see that in the Genesis 

Aggada the passage in question is named as Haftara for 
the Sabbath on which the above chapters from Genesis were 
read as the ordinary Seder of the day. Should this fact not 
clear up all doubt on the matter, I adduce as another proof 
the MS. (see below, p. 39), which in the succession of the 
Haftaras in a triennial cycle brings 1 Sam. ii. 21 into 
connection with the Pentateuch reading, Gen. xxi. Apart 
from this additional demonstration derived from the 
division of the Sedarim, we have already established the 
fact that Gen. xxx. 22 was a New Year Seder. This view 
receives further confirmation from the Haftara; for if this 
Pentateuch Seder were once recited on New Year, its 

prophet lesson must necessarily have been similar to the 
New Year Haftara. Not only is it similar to, but it is 
identical with, that which treats of the visitation of Hannah, 
with this trifling exception-since the same piece was not 
read twice-that it commences with 1 Sam. i. 11. This is 
the Haftara which is adopted at the present time for New 
Year. Both the Genesis Aggada and the MS. of Haftaras 
agree on this point, thus leaving no doubt as to the 
authenticity of this Haftara. It is to be inferred, then 
that one of the New Year's Haftaras, 1 Sam. ii. 21, belongs 
to the first year of the cycle. We further discovered that 
Lev. i. or iv. was assigned to the New Year in the second 
year of the cycle. Which of the two remaining prophet 
portions shall we attach to this Seder, which is descriptive 

22 
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of the sacrifices ? The Midrash will afford us some help in 
this matter. Rappoport (Erech MiellVin, p. 171) has already 
attempted to explain what appears to be remarkable in the 
arrangement of Genesis Rabba. We find very few chapters 
of this work introduced by prophet verses, whereas a 
large number are headed with selections from the Hagio- 
grapha. His opinion is that these chapters are not original; 
either they have been added at a later time, or they must 
be coupled with their respectively preceding sections, so 
that the 100 divisions of the Genesis Rabba are brought 
down to 88. Dr. Lerner (Magazin fir die Wissenschaft des 
Judenthums, VIII., p. 178) partly endorses this view, but 
without giving any explanation how these prophet verses 
came to be chosen. The Genesis Aggada, by its adoption 
of the Sedarim of a triennial cycle, proves to us that its 
discussions also apply to the prophet portions of such a 
system. In the interpolated sections of the Midrash Rabba 
supplied with prophet verses, we have survivals of the dis- 
courses based on the Haftaras of a triennial cycle, as we 
shall explain elsewhere with full detail. 

It is sufficient for us to remark here that Leviticus Rabba 
ch. ii. has as opening sentence Jer. xxxi. 19, the Haftara 
for the New Year. Since now it resulted from the division 
of the Sedarim that Leviticus i. was read. on the New Year 
in the second year of the cycle, it is clear also that the Haf- 
tara from Jeremiah mentioned in the Boraitha also applies 
to the second year of the cycle. The prophet passage still 
remaining, Joel ii. 1, is, therefore, to be assigned to the 
third year, when Deut. v. formed the Pentateuchal lesson. 
It corresponds not only with the import of the festival, but 
also with the Torah Seder. 

Isaiah lvii. 15 was unanimously accepted as the Haftara 
for the day of Atonement. Hence it is to be concluded that 
it was read in all three years of the cycle, and for this reason, 
that it is altogether independent of the Torah section, and 
was selected only on account of its bearing on the signi- 
fication of the festival. The only point that admits of 
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discussion is the length of the passage. Did it consist only 
of the first verse (15) or was it a longer portion ? The latter 
view is supported by the fact that the Fast day is described 
in ch. lviii. Nothing can be decided from the account of 
the Boraitha, which only gives the initial verse of the 
Haftara. R. Jochanan's statement (Meg. 31a), however, 
which is mentioned in connection with the Boraitha, may 
perhaps be of assistance to us in the solution of the question. 
The former authority mentions only the first verse of the 

prophet section, in the same manner in which we have 
already seen the Pesiktas deal with the Haftaras, and on 
this account we may infer that only one or two verses were 
read. Let us dwell for a little while on the Aggadic remarks 
of R. Jochanan, who is already known to us as the arranger 
of the Palestinian Torah lessons (p. 462). This Rabbi's dis- 
course is based on three verses. The first is derived from 
the Pentateuch, the second from the Prophets, and the third 
from the Hagiographa. We mentioned above that as a 
result of the division of the Sedarimn, Deut. v. was read on 
the third New Year of the cycle, and therefore Deut. vi. 4- 
vii. 11 was apportioned to the day of Atonement. The last 
verse of the festival reading is the Pentateuch sentence cited 
by R. Jochanan,l the prophet verse is taken from the portion 
of the Haftara, and, as we shall see later on, the Psalm 

I It must not be concluded from the circumstance that the Haftara 
verse is connected with the last sentence of the Torah reading, that this 
latter was repeated by the 'tOD" -as is the custom now-after it had 
already been recited by the )3)1W. Neither the Mishna nor any of the 
Palestinian sources make any mention of this practice, or the usage de- 
pendent on it; namely, the reading by the Maftir out of a second copy of 
the Law on Festivals. It is, indeed, true that the Tosefta (1Meg. iv., 17) 
ordains that on the day of Atonement the Maftir should read a special 
Torah passage. It adds, however, that this second portion, which was 
simply a commemoration of the reading of the High Priest, had to be 
recited by heart. The Boraitha (B. Meg. 31a), although completed in 
Babylon, is equally reticent with regard to the Maftir reading. The 
question was first mooted in Babylon as to whether the Maftir had to 
be summoned to the Torah as seventh or eighth (Cp. Tractate Sopheriml, 
xi. 4, xvii. 3). 

24 
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verse is derived from the section of the Hagiographa read 
that same day. The various verses that are thus brought 
together in an Aggadic observation are not chosen at the 
discretion of the Aggadist, but are selected from the 
portions of the Bible assigned to the same Sabbath or 
festival. A knowledge of this fact is of extreme importance 
for the adequate understanding of the Aggada. 

In respect to the day of Atonement we have yet to add 
that the IMincha portion of this festival is not referred to 
in any of the Palestinian Halachic writings. The state- 
ment as to this Mincha Haftara found in the Boraitha 
already quoted is of Babylonian origin, as many others are. 
The Book of Jonah, without any further qualification, is 
given as the Mincha Haftara. It is hardly possible that 
the whole four chapters were recited as Haftara in the 
third century, when the prophet portions were the reverse 
of extensive. Since the first and fourth chapters have no 
application to the day of Atonement, they are not to be 
considered as forming part of the original Haftara. Ch. iii. 
8 is especially appropriate for the festival on account of its 
allusion to repentance, and its exhortation to the men of 
Nineveh to return unto God.' (Cp. TaanGith ii. 1). 

Let us proceed now with the institution of the festival 
Haftaras. The Boraitha establishes Zachariah xiv. for the 
first day of Succoth, in which chapter-verses 16-19--the 
festival is named several times.2 The Babylonians, who 

1 It is remarkable that the Tosefta, Taanith ii. 1, does not cite this verse 
from Jonah, but Isaiah lviii. 3, 5, whence it may be inferred with some 
degree of certainty that this passage was read on fast-days, and, if there 
was a Mincha Haftara in vogue in Palestine, on the day of Atonement as 
well. We saw above that the Torah reading for the afternoon commenced 
where the morning reading ended, since the Torah was forbidden to be 
rolled on festivals. This might have also been the case with the Mincha 
Haftara; and since Isaiah lvii. was recited in the morning, the following 
chapter might have been read in the afternoon (cp. J. Taanith ii. 1, where 
in connection with the fast-day Jonah iii. 8 is referred to). 

2 Nevertheless, it seems that the Haftara commenced with verse 1, on 
account of its reference to the Messianic age. See later on. 
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introduced a second-day festival, have as Haftara for this 
occasion 1 Kings viii. 2, where, at any rate, the festival is 
mentioned. The Karaites had a third Haftara in Isaiah 
iv. 6, which verse commences with the expression omn; 
no allusion, however, is made to the feast itself. Thus 
we obtain three Haftaras which correspond to the three 
years of the cycle; and it is, moreover, possible for us to 

apportion each to their respective readings from the Law 
of the three years. 

In the first year Gen. xxxii. seq. or xxxiv. formed the 

reading for Tabernacles, where in xxxiii. 17 o31D is men- 
tioned as the name of the place to which Jacob journeyed, 
and which he so named because he built huts there for his 
cattle. We must assign Zachariah xiv. as the Haftara 
for the first year, since the beginning of this chapter is 

appropriate to the contents of Gen. xxxiv. The Torah 

reading for the second year displays no similarity of 

subject, nor any point of connection with either of the two 

remaining Haftaras, which might guide us in selecting the 
one in preference to the other. To the Seder of the third 

year, however, Deut. viii.-ix., Isaiah iv. 6 must be annexed 
as Haftara on account of their obvious connection with each 
other. The second Haftara, which describes the inaugura- 
tion of the Temple of Solomon, must accordingly be coupled 
with the consecration festival described in Lev. ix.-x. 

The Boraitha names 1 Kings viii. 65 as the Haftara for 
rnnv snw; to which the Babylonians add 1 Kings viii. 22 
for the additional (ninth) day celebrated by them. Later 
authorities give Joshua i. as the Haftara for this occasion. 
It is questionable, however, whether this newly introduced 
Haftara is not to be ascribed to the later development of 
the ninth day into " the day of the Rejoicing of the Law," 
since this additional festival is nowhere described in the 
Talmud as Tnnfn nrnr,1 although Deut. xxxiii. was appor- 

It is to be inferred from the account of the DJN1 ~pn15 No. 48 
(Zunz, Gottesd. Vortrdye, p. 3, note f), according to which the Palesti- 
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tioned to the last day of the festival as Torah Seder by the 
Talmudical source. If we now glance back at the prophet 
portions for the festivals, we see that in most cases there 
exist three Haftaras for the festivals celebrated by the 
Palestinians, which correspond to the three years of the 
cycle. These for the most part are not appropriate to 
the import of the festival, but to the Torah Sedarim that 

happened to be recited on those days in the continuous 
course of the Law reading. 

The fixing of prophet passages for the four extraordinary 
Sabbaths and the festivals led to apportioning Haftaras 
to 'Tsrnn bIn lit (Pesach and Succoth) and also to Sab- 
bath Chanucca and Sabbath New Moon. We have already 
remarked that the Tosefta contains no account of the festival 

portions; we can hardly expect it to mention, therefore, the 
Haftaras for 'T?~n 5rI. It is to be concluded from the 
utter want of regulations regarding the readings on those 

days that they were treated as ordinary Sabbaths, no 
consideration whatsoever being taken of the fact that 

they were half-holidays; so that these remained unfurnished 
with Haftaras as long as the Sabbaths were in a similar 
bare position. A change seems to have been first brought 

nians celebrated a l1rn lnnD1 every three years, that the Babylonians 
borrowed from them also this signification of the festival, which, however, 
the Palestinians must have observed some other time, since they had no 
ninth day. It was on this account that the reading of Genesis i. and 
Joshua i. was introduced on this festival. In the Middle Ages scholars 
disputed concerning the choice of the two Haftaras made respectively by 
the Halachoth Gedoloth and Pesukoth. Maimuni names both (Tefilla xiii. 
12); on the other hand the Englishman Jacob b. Jehuda says, p. 44 
(vide Kaufmann, JEWISH QUARTERLY REVIEW, IV. p. 550), 2Wt1 i'1m 

T IDPs8n D1plOb3 p IopS l=: nn5v nInynr 11vDnD Wv1 ;1Wtn rnn snn 
: ,n nllDn l1 nft 'l "ln lK niD . So also Ibn Yarchi in ITam- 

mandig, p. 71. 
As regards the reading of Gen. i. on the Day of Atonement, see above, 

V., 463, note. Benjamin of Tudela narrates (p. 98), in the passage which 
treats of the custom of reading the Law in three years, that both congrega- 
tions prayed together on Shabuoth and last day of Succoth. It cannot, how- 
ever, be determined from this account whether the Palestinians finished 
the Law on this latter day and celebrated it as 1/in nn1vD1. 
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about by Rab, who, as we have several times remarked, 
devoted considerable care to this religious rite after his 
return from Palestine. R. Huna mentions iu his name 
the regularly fixed Pentateuch and Prophet portions for 
Chanucca, Purim and New Moon. In the course of the 
two centuries that elapsed between the establishment of 
Haftaras and the institution of Rab, the motive prompt- 
ing the choice of the prophet portions underwent con- 
siderable modification. We notice that the newly intro- 
duced Haftaras for the T nti b'in rin (Pesach and 

Succoth) have no application at all either to the signifi- 
cance of the festival or to the Torah reading of those 

days, but were calculated to arouse hopes of a Messianic 
deliverance in the hearts of the people at a time when 

they were sorely persecuted and oppressed, and were in great 
need of consolation. This circumstance establishes the 
Palestinian origin of the introduction. The Haftaras in 

question were Ezek. xxxvii., which deals with the resur- 
rection of the dead and the revival of the Jewish nation, 
and Ezek. xxxviii., which describes the war with Gog 
and Magog that was to be the preliminary to the final Re- 

demption. Yet why should they just be read on the 
Sabbaths of Pesach and Succoth ? The Gaon Hai (in %1 bz 

Chap. r-ninn; n.S'p) explains the choice of these Haftaras 
for Pesach and Succoth, on the ground that according to 
the Midrash the resurrection of the dead will take place 
in Nissan, and the war with the nations in Tishri. 

As in all the other Aggadic statements hitherto con- 
sidered, the order of cause and effect has to be reversed. 
The prophecies were supposed to be fulfilled on certain 

days because the passages containing them happened to 
be read on these occasions, and thus a connection was esta- 
blished between the prophecy and the day. The question, 
then, how did these passages come to be selected, is not 

yet answered. Let us first recur to the result arrived at 
above (p. 453) that the rin 'TTan, br'n was provided 
with a special portion later than An=D Tvrirn b'in; we 
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must therefore look to the latter for the reason of the 
choice of the Haftaras under discussion. We found that 
the Haftara for Succoth in the third year of the cycle was 
Isaiah iv. 6. This section treats of the Messianic period, and 
is explained in detail by the Aggada (vide Baba Bathra 
75a; Sanhedrin 92a; Genesis Rabba, ch. xlviii.).1 This gave 
rise to the idea that the minds of the people should be 
directed to the subject on Succoth; thence it arose that the 
Haftara for the Sabbath of the same festival should con- 
tain a similar context. 

Besides, no prophet describes the time of the Redemption 
and re-establishment of the State so circumstantially as 
Ezekiel; and when we remember also that the original 
Haftaras were derived from this source, we at once arrive 
at the reason why just Ezek. xxxviii. was selected as the 
Haftara for Succoth. Once having been introduced for 
nin -Tv' n lin 'nYt, it was no difficult matter to imagine 
the idea being carried over to Passover as well. We must 
notice also in this connection a difference of opinion 
between the two Tannaim, R. Eliezer and R. Joshua (B. 
Rosh Hashanat 106), in the beginning of the second 

century, which turned upon the point as to whether the 

redemption will take place in Nissan, i.e., Pesach, or Tishri, 
i.e., Succoth.2 

For Sabbath New Moon we have already named Ezekiel 
xlv. 17 as the older Haftara, and also the later Haftara 
emanating from Rab, namely, Isaiah lxvi. 23, which latter 
was generally adopted. To Chanucca, which, on account of 
its duration, could include two Sabbaths, two Haftaras were 

1 In the Pesikta (p. 187 a, b) this verse is expounded in the same 
sense in the Piska for the first day of Succoth. 

2It is now quite intelligible why the Targum Pseudo-Jonathan to 
Numbers xi. 26, and also the Targum Jerushalmi should interweave in 
this passage, an account of the war against Gog and Magog. We found, 
namely, that in the third year of the cycle, Numbers ix. was read on the 
first day of Pesach, so that Numbers xi. was reached by the following Sab- 
bath of the festival. This led both Targums to introduce in the above 
quoted verse some remarks about the Messianic age. 
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assigned, both of which have reference to the import of 
the feast. Since it is called the festival of lights, and its 
Torah Seder moreover treats of the lamps (Num. viii. 1), 
Zachariah iv. 2, and 1 Kings vii. 49, were selected as 
Haftaras. Instead of the latter the Pesikta cites vii. 51, 
in which is narrated the completion of the Temple of 
Solomon; no mention of lights, however, is made in this 
verse. If we take into consideration that the Torah read- 
ing on Chanucca commenced in later times with Num.vii. 84, 
which describes the oblations of the tribal princes, then the 
selection of 1 Kings vii. 51, which deals with the offerings 
of Solomon, will appear to us appropriate to the Pentateuch 
Seder (vide Rashi and Tosafoth to the passage Meg. 31a). 
We have yet a third Chanucca Haftara given in the later 
Pesikta, namely, 1 Kings xviii. 31, in which we search in 
vain for any reference to the festival; for the verse reads, 
"And Elijah took twelve stones, according to the number of 
the tribes of the children of Jacob, to whom came the word 
of the Lord, 'Israel shall be thy name.'" We thus have 
three Haftaras, which we must assign to their respective 
Sedarim in the three years, as we have already done in the 
other cases which we have so far considered, since this pro- 
ceeding explained to us the connection of various prophet 
portions with one and the same festival. In the first year 
of the cycle the Pentateuchal portion for Sabbath Chanucca 
was Gen. xlvi. 28, wherein it is stated that the number of 
souls that travelled into Egypt of the family of Jacob were 
seventy; and to this context 1 Kings xviii. 31, the Haftara 
chosen was sufficiently suitable. Should, however, no trust 
be placed in the Sedarim division so copiously authenti- 
cated, the Genesis Aggada removes all doubt in the matter, 
inasmuch as it ascribes our Chanucca Ifaftara, 1 Kings 
xviii. 36, to Gen. xlvi. 28.1 The Pesikfta Rabbati mentions 

Since the following section, Genesis xlviii. 1, wherein is described the 
illness of Jacob, would be read on the second Chanucca Sabbath, we can 
now understand why the third division of the Pesikta Rabbati, 
which is devoted to the eighth day of Chanucca, should treat of 
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yet another Haftara, Zephaniah i. 12, in which verse is 
contained a reference to lights. In the second year of the 

cycle, Lev. xxiv. was read, where the lamps of the tabernacle 
and the regulations concerning the same are explicitly 
mentioned. Perhaps this suggested the selection of the 
anomalous portion, Numbers viii. 1, on account of the 

similarity of its context to that of Leviticus xxiv. We 
have altogether, then, four Chanucca Haftaras: three for 
the three years of the cycle, the fourth provided for the 

emergency of an extra Chanucca Sabbath (B. M2eg. 31a). 
In order to give a complete account of R. Huna's dictum, 
I add here the prophet portion for the ninth of Ab, namely, 
Jeremiah viii. 13. In place of this the Tractate Sopherim 
(xviii. 3) strictly defines Jeremiah xiv. 19-22 as the 
Haftara for this day. This variation is due to the different 
Pentateuchal readings in vogue, since in Babylon Deut. 
iv. 25 was read, in Palestine Deut. xxviii. or Num. xiv. (see 
above, pp. 456, 457). For Sabbath on the day preceding 
a new moon I Samuel xx. 18 is the IHaftara chosen. 

If we take into consideration all the dates arrived 
at in our investigation, of the readings for the minor 

holidays, we notice that for the most part the Haftaras 
are chosen with a regard to the Pentateuchal Sedariml 
which happened to fall to the share of these minor 
festivals in the ordinary course of the Law reading. 
The Haftaras cited by the Boraitha and Tosefta, as well 
as those mentioned in the Mishna, are based on their 

appropriateness to the context of the Torah reading. It 
is necessary to emphasize this principle, since, as we shall 
see, it was not always adhered to. In accordance with 
this fundamental idea, it is not difficult to derive several 

Jacob's sickness (p. 10). Jakob b. Chananel al-Sikli quotes a discourse 
of the Yelamdenu on the priestly benediction taken from the section. 
This connection of Wn) with the priestly blessing is surely to be accounted 
for by the fact that the former section of Genesis was reached on 
Chanucca, and that also on this holiday Numbers vi. 22 was read. 
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Haftaras from Ezekiel xliv., since no passage in the Pro- 
phets is more peculiarly suitable for those chapters in 
Leviticus and Numbers which treat of the sacrifices and 
the duties of the priests. In this way Ezekiel xliv. 11 

might have been selected for Levit. iii. 1; xliv. 15, for 
Numbers xvii. 16 ; xliv. 17 for Leviticus viii. 1; xliv. 20 for 
Levit. xxi. (which holds good now); xliv. 27 for Levit. xvi.; 
xliv. 29 for Numbers xviii. 25; and xlv. 1 for Numbers 
xxxiv. 1. The discovery of a HIaftara by means of its 
context is a matter of great perplexity and uncertainty, 
since we do not know which verse of the Sabbath lesson 
was considered by ancient teachers as the most important, 
and therefore formed the basis of the Haftara selection. 

Especially is this the case with those Sedarim which 
have an historical context, since we seldom find in the 

prophetical works an account supplementary of the Pen- 
tateuchal histories, except where a direct allusion is made 
to an incident narrated in the Pentateuch, as in Joshua 
xxiv. 1-13; 1 Sam. vi. 6; Judges xi. 16-26; Hosea xii. 4-13; 
Micah vi. 4, 5. We have yet to deal with these prophet 
portions. Besides the fact that the context is taken into 

account, we have another help in another direction. We 
have already seen that the Seder division of the Penta- 
teuch contained in the Massora has preserved the Sabbath 

readings for us. The Massora has also a partition of the 

Prophets into Sedarim, which might have originated from 
the Sabbath readings. These, however, cannot be identical 
with the Haftaras, as the Torah divisions were with the 
sections read on Sabbath, since the Prophets were not 
recited in unbroken fashion, and, moreover, there are more 

portions than there were weeks in the three years, and some 

prophetic Sedarim consist of several chapters. We have 
to notice a remarkable phenomenon which enables us to 
decide what was the real import of these prophet Sedarim 
in the Massora. Whilst on the one hand the Torah was 
divided into sections with a view to each containing a 

complete context, on the other hand the Prophet Sedarim 
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for the most part consist of passages in which the context 
is not completed. Taking this striking fact into con- 
sideration, Miiller (Tractate Sopherim, p. 221 note) shows a 
connection between the Haftaras and the Massoretic Pro- 
phet divisions, the latter being introduced at the ends of 
the passages that were read as Haftaras. Let us dwell on 
some of the Haftaras which we have already discovered and 
discussed, and let us notice their relation to the Sedarim 
partition of the Massora. We find, e.g., that the Seder, Joshua 
iii. 7, begins two verses after the Pesach Haftara; 1 Kings 
iv. 20 commences with Shekalim; 2 Kings xii. 3, two verses 
before Shekalim; Isaiah iv. 4, two verses before Succoth; 
lii. 7, at the end of the Haftara, assigned by the Tosefta to 
Gen. xxxix.; Jeremiah vii. 23, after the third verse of that 
Haftara mentioned in the Talmud; Ezek. xlv. 16, and 
xxxvi. 25, are verses actually found in the Haftaras for 
Sabbath Chodesh and Sabbath Para, respectively. This 
fact is not only of assistance to us in determining the 
extent of these individual Haftaras,' but it also gives 
us the passages where the ancient Haftaras have to be 
sought. 

The Massoretic division apportions 1 Sam. vi. 14, which 
briefly describes the duties of the Levites, to the same sub- 
ject in Num. iv. 17; 1 Sam. x. 24, to Deut. xvii. 24; Joshua 
xvii. 4, to Num. xxvi. 52; xxi. 41, to xxxiv. 1; Judges ii. 7, 
to Deut. xxxi. 14; xviii. 7, to Nuin. xiii. 1; xix. 20, to Gen. 
xxiv.; 1 Kings vi. 11-13, to Exod. xxv.; viii. 56-58, to Lev. 
ix.; x. 9, to Gen. xiv.; xvii. 24, to Exod. xviii.; xviii. 39, to 
Deut. vi.; 2 Kings xiii. 23, to Deut. x.; xx. 8, to Exod. iii.; 
Jeremiah ix. 22-24, to Deut. viii.; xii. 15, to xxx.; xxix. 8, 
to xviii.; xxxviii. 8, to Gen. xxxvii.; Ezek. xii. 20, to Lev. 

I In MJegilla 23b, Jeremiah vii. 21 is cited as an example of a short 
Haftara; Miiller ('Tractate S&phe,rim, p. 187) is of opinion that this section 
contained seventeen consecutive verses. It is possible, however, that it 
was much shorter, since verse 23 concluded the Massoretic Seder, which, 
in all probability, formed also the end of the Prophet portion. In fact, 
we saw above that this had only three verses. 
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xxvi. 4; xx. 41 to Lev. i. This series might have been doubled 
in length, yet sufficient instances are given to establish the 
fact that where a Massoretic Seder is to be found in the 

Prophets after a verse where the division cannot be justified 
by its context, we must suspect that it was a prophet 
portion for a Sabbath of the triennial cycle. Since, how- 
ever, in the want of support for each separate Seder, this 

conjecture is of an indefinite nature, we require yet another 
reason for considering these Sedarim as actual Haftaras. 
The supports are given us by those chapters of the Mid- 
rashim, which commence with prophetical verses. We 
have yet another means of assistance at our disposal. We 
found several times that when different authorities cited 
different Haftaras for the same occasion, these latter could 
be shown to fall in with the arrangement of the Sedarim 
in accordance with a triennial cycle. We referred especially 
to the Karaitic accounts, laying great stress on the fact 
that they retained several old Haftaras; there is also the 
Yemen ritual, which certainly preserves some prophet 
portions of ancient date. The prevalence of Palestinian 
Haftaras among the Karaites admits of a natural explana- 
tion. We know that this sect first established itself in 
Palestine, where its followers adopted many customs in 

vogue amongst the population, in opposition to the Baby- 
lonian practices, which they rejected. They did so that 

they might assert that it was the Karaites, and not the 

Babylonian Jews, who maintained the rites of Judaism in 
their pristine purity. 

It cannot, however, be decided whether they adopted 
the triennial cycle of the Pentateuch reading. Their 
Haftaras were undoubtedly taken from the Palestinian, 
since they simply accepted as Haftara of the weekly Sab- 
bath lesson that which was assigned in the Palestinian 

arrangement of the three-year cycle to the first Seder of 

present Babylonian weekly portion. 
We can therefore consider the Karaite Haftaras as the 

prophet readings for the first Sabbath Sedarim of the pre- 
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sent weekly portions. Since, moreover, the Babylonians also 
borrowed their Haftaras from the Palestinians, they had to 
act similarly to the Karaites in choosing one out of several 
assigned in Palestine to one Babylonian weekly portion. 
It should follow, perhaps, that the prophet passages of the 
German and Spanish Jews who accepted the Babylonian 
ritual should be the same as those of the Karaites. This is, 
however, very seldom the case, a divergence which may be 
easily accounted for. In the first place, the Haftaras selected 
by the Palestinians for the first Seder of the weekly por- 
tion did not always seem appropriate in the eyes of the 
Babylonians to the context of the whole Sabbath section. 
In the second place, they arranged their Haftaras some 
centuries before the Karaites, at a time when the subject- 
matter of the Pentateuch reading formed the principle of 
the selection of the Haftaras. As we shall soon see, this 
was by no means so strictly adhered to at the time of the 
Karaites. By invoking to our assistance all these different 
sources, we arrive at the following Haftaras for the Sabbath 
Sedarim of the triennial cycle. For Lev. i. I we have 
Isaiah xliii. 21; vi. 1, Jeremiah vii. 21 (Talmud); viii. 1, 
Ezek. xliii. 27; xii. 1, Isaiah lxvi. 7; xiii. 29, 2 Kings v.; 
xiv. 1, 2 Kings vii. 3; xviii. 1, Ezek. xxii. 1. For xix. 1 
we find three Haftaras: the Germans read Amos ix. 7, the 
Spanish Jews, the Persian rite in the MS. Brit. Mus. Or. 1422, 
and the Englishman Jacob ben Jehuda, in his t^n Vy7, 
prefer Ezek. xx.; whilst the Karaites have Isaiah iv. 3. The 
last corresponds to the first Seder of the weekly portion; 
the second, according to the contents of the Haftara assigned 
to Lev. xviii., is appropriate to Lev. xx., wherein, as in 
Lev. xviii., is contained the laws of forbidden marriages 
with blood relations; Amos ix. was substituted for the 
severe language of Ezekiel. We shall have occasion to 
notice a similar proceeding to the latter, in other cases. 
The Midrash Leviticus Rabba, ch. xxiv. commences the 
Seder Lev. xix. with Isaiah v. 16, which, as we have 
already seen, represented the Haftara in vogue at the time 
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of the Aggadist. If we compare this verse with the 
Haftara proffered by the Karaites, namely, Isaiah iv. 3, we 
recognise that the first is more appropriate to the con- 
text, since it treats of the holiness of God; the second, 
however, speaks of the sanctity of the remnant of 
Israel in the time of the Messiah. These prophet portions 
were assigned to the same Pentateuch Seder at different 

periods, that of the Karaites being a product of the latest 
Palestinian development.' The Iaftara for Lev. xxi. 1 is 
Ezek. xliv. 25; xxv. 39, Isaiah xxiv. 2; xxv. 1, Jerem. 
xxxii. 6. There is again a difference of opinion in respect 
to the portion for Lev. xxvi. 3, the Karaites choosing 
Isaiah i. 19, which is also the Haftara for Deut. i., and the 
other rites Jeremiah xvi. 19. We shall treat of the first 
in connection with the so-called "punishment portions" 
(s1nn'rnn). For Num. i. 1 we have Hosea ii. 1; for the 
weekly portion ltm the MS. Cat. Neubauer, No. d, 3, 
gives Hosea iv. 14, which Haftara clearly belongs to Num. 
v. 11, whilst that adopted in all other rituals, Judges xiii. 2, 
is assigned to vi. 1. For viii. 1 there is Zech. ii. 14; xiii. 1, 

1 It is noteworthy that the Karaite Haftara which commences with 
Isaiah iv. 3, extends to v. 16, and that this latter verse is the prophet 
reading according to the Midrash. If we had not already seen in all 
cases that the Midrash invariably cites the beginning of the Haftara 
as the starting for its discussion in the Sabbath Seder, we should he 
tempted to believe that the Midrash accepted the Karaite Haftara, taking 
the last verse as its text. Two MSS. in the Bodleian Library, which 
emanate from Egypt (Catalogue Neubauer, No. d, 6, and e, 31), assign as 
Haftara to lV'11jp Ezek. xiv. 1, whose contents make it appropriate 
for Lev. xx. In addition the language of Ezek. xiv. 4-7 is very similar 
to that used in Lev. xx. 2-6, which fact alone would certainly have led 
to the selection of this prophet passage for the Seder in question. 

When treating of the Haftara of the Day of Atonement, we observed 
that R. Jochanan based an Aggadic sentence on a verse from the Penta- 
teuch lesson, one from the Haftara and one from the Hagiographa. The 
same we find in J. Shekalim, III. 2, where Num. xxxii. 22, Joshua xxii. 
22, and Proverbs iii. 4, serve as basis of an Aggadic statement. From this 
connection of the verses we may infer that Joshua xxii. 22 was the Haftara 
of Num. xxxii., which is also confirmed by the complete similarity of the 
contents of both passages. 
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Joshua ii. 1; xvi. 1 is supplied by the Karaites with Hosea 
x. 2, by the others with 1 Sam. xi., this latter being the 
more ancient. The passage for xx. 14 is Judges xi. 1; 
xxii. 2, Micah v. 6; xxv. 10, Malachi ii. 5, or 1 Kings xix., 
which is the older, and is retained in the European rituals. 
It is the selection of this Haftara for Num. xxv. 10 which 
gave rise to the Aggada connecting Elijah with Phineas. 
To Num. xxxv. 9 is attached Joshua xx. 1; to xxxii. 1, 
Jer. ii. The Midrash to Numbers mentions two unknown 

prophet readings; in the introductory verse of ch. iv. of the 
Midrash, Isaiah xliii. 4 is apportioned to Num. iii. 14, and 
in ch. xxii. Jer. iv. 2 to Num. xxx. These sections are deci- 

dedly suitable for their respective Sedarim, and could have 
very well served as their Haftaras. We have not so many 
sources at our disposal for discovering the prophet passages 
for the fifth book, since the Karaites adopted the practice 
followed by the European communities of choosing as Haf- 
taras for all the Sedarim in Deuteronomy sections from 
the prophets which dealt with punishment and consolation, 
and which had no connection with the subject-matter of 
their respective Pentateuchal passages. This deficiency is 
made good to some extent by the remarks of Maimuni 

(end of nbrn'n), the Yemen Ritual, and a South Italian 
collection of Haftaras (Catalog. Neubauer, No. 6), which 
contain all the prophet portions corresponding to the 
context of the individual Sedarim in Deuteronomy. Thus 
we obtain for Deut. i. 1, Jeremiah xxx. 4;1 for iii. 23, 
Jer. xxxii. 16 ;2 ix. 1, Jer. ii. 1 ;3 xii. 20, Jer. xxiii. 9; 
xvii. 14, 1 Sam. viii. 1; xx. 10, 1 Sam. xvii. 37; xxvi. 1, 
Joshua viii. 30; xxix. 9, Joshua xxiv. 1; xxxii. 1, Ezek. 
xvii. 22-nine additional Haftaras in all. With the help 

i According to the Midrash, which has a prophet introduction to 
Dent. ii. 31-which introductory verse, as we have already remarked, re- 
presents the Haftara-Amos ii. 9 would be the reading for this Pentateuch 
portion. 

2 The Midrash has instead 2 Kings viii. 30. 
3 For xi. 26 the Midrash has Jer. xxi. 8. 
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afforded us by the sources placed at our disposal, we have 
been able to discover a large series of prophet readings for 
the last three books of the Pentateuch. If we arrange 
together the books from which the passages arrived at in 
this way have been derived, we see that Ezekiel, the his- 
torical books, and the Minor Prophets have the largest share; 
then follows Jeremiah, the least number of all being taken 
from Isaiah. This will become intelligible to us if we 
recollect that the original Haftaras introduced for the 
festivals and the special Sabbaths, and the portions con- 

taining references to the Temple and offerings, were 
selected from Ezekiel. The special rules which the Tosefta 
enunciates for the reading of the Minor Prophets is suffi- 
cient proof that many Haftaras were also borrowed from 
this source. 

The historical writings, in consequence of their subject- 
matter, were very useful in the choice of historical allusions 
to similar events narrated in the Pentateuch. It is on this 
account that so many Haftaras were chosen from these 
books, as we see in the series of prophet passages still re- 
tained in the ritual. Isaiah, on the other hand, who 
makes very few references to the past events of Israel's 
life, and does not speak at all of the offerings or the 

Temple customs, could have been selected only rarely for 
Sabbath readings. It is necessary to dwell on this fact, 
since we notice that the Karaites and the MS. dealing with 
the triennial cycle cite an overwhelming number of Haftaras 
from the book of Isaiah. 

The recently acquired Bodleian MS., which extends from 
Gen. v. to Lev. iv., and gives us the prophet portion for each 
Sabbath Seder, with the first word of the initial and con- 
cluding verse, includes the historical portion of the Penta- 
teuch. We should accordingly have expected to find the 
Haftaras mostly taken from those books which contain 

appropriate allusions to the events that befell the patriarchs, 
to the Israelites in Egypt, and also to the building of the 
Tabernacle. Instead of which, however, we find that most 
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of the passages are chosen from Isaiah. I here give this 
division, since in its way, as far as is known to me, it is 

unique, and abounds in points of interest (Catal. lNetzbauer, 
No. f. 22, p. 24) :- 

nnMM n=tv Smtuv)W DpTj 'n i :w -mp MnD o3 'T (24) 

'=Sj~ ~~~-tvi* 'r-r'zw jmtN pw 26in ( 

rnrl a> nrp7 n:nn 1r3 wm 'niv5r :1 b1 v tUn it 
" ,n /n>n :w bn ^ t, n b rsn r rr9 'Dr 5slnb 

r 7-TV n -mr itns vlns^ o Ist b n: ro 
*3 Fn>i 'nnrf r :'-nW Sl S S=T 71) -InNI (24b) 

nruSY >::n TO mm717n nDw cnaY b nPOTM zs * 's^ y^sn 
=S-I nR npir + 2-Tsn b 5 'n1 h +l`t :* r 3ro v- nS 
sntlvs * jni si-Ii II nS^ -IT nnn)sn TO jtlr nims n 

1p 'nl wFTY 1n I Qn>nn 
" 

nH Xnttuz : n 17y' nubnn 
'nDW :.Ijw toa^n W-l-T =vrln rlnl7T TY mn mnr 7rnm 

nm m ) N -Tv n Sr^an nm* s nnp Sri (25) 

* KI2 S p ^^T rtn^^mn rtrT "J H1Q 

s+ r7tziF n> sm>n 'n nu n+~ 17Ds Inn: t37 r r-rp n, ns 

nrfin n:ni 1n nu5 * c83ro^2n 8zw '1^ 1 ':t7ri . : QnI^ 

W IWT '!,*tv InnnS * ' ID 1np1DD ̂^ tvtv WtW TO (25b) 
n: Tn5i 'nnn srDn nS " njpa s3 'f ini n? nop, /r n^cD 

^ * ;n:: t^i5Mnl 'br :W irnt^ ^tW 53i in tinZl 
. s8 T pprron sT >W 5> 53 8: 35^ O nvin nip:: QTSms 
'r^nQi 'T3 4> ptt:,nt prnn >Sm s 

r rtt ' 1ipt cannm^ 'n tbu 
MnI-ty l 8v n + 9 cl`i^ MSMI ?3 r * n 7m 112 I=nl 11=w > 

'rjbtv : =l1sil o rn =S npb= -T (26) S:ynN IwltvtV Sg 
OTO pT)NI "I MStMI =NtV*n -TO nVmr nMp" # Unn -iN prni 
,vlb 13?; sb l ,nn> 'm5 n nim5 t 'bw * : r z b 1 n3 -Tn1 
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3p^ra i8 '5 s 1Y: 'i nqs Ipt *3 nW> 'Wn' :? ni5nn 

Itn>S1W^ j7N- -in c^own 5wtSn r-T 3 nj* su s 5b3n 
lnIr 'n tv : wnnr pit ntnr >r 13s8 -I (266) 
Irun n 5O3 'm' ^Y ! 'ip 1j)p nsn ntt ' b:' ' Sn rb 

-mnn Qn nnSY - I'nv =p= npnV f1e 8 ' ^m1 n^ ;nn nIsm 

=npbw r n n=bp H24 lnS tvb -i n nin :1 nt-Nw 

sn>sx7;n ;nni x7 ^nMy nn ZY ' 'mm V7M -1 rW m'w 
nMtvl 'nlr^n : -nTSnb rn vzi77b n -tM Inn TY (27) 
b3n r-7 QIs , *'-T7 :inm nr3 n-n4YW 'iZn . - b7 : ^1 ' 

'iM ns w b pYW * 1 'D`3Y : : 1 tt 71N2 mIr n "trWI 
*741 -1t n 114-1 TIVMDb 4' WnO -T V-1n p1i V7btW =8 F 

>:> Y'lS T1! >4*S nnS Mn 7 S1 VI ' 1 15S17 3N M4ni S-Il 'Plnnt 
*^ 'rr Ip: 3=N '4nrb : T1In i7bn .n -n-' IT a7 -T 

: M44tl= =n" Ip n40111,72 7 I-T j3In:Vn-31 n t:*V ninj Nn: 
Tnnl;v n>: nvbi ni7lD + nstr (n2n86 )~n 'nn^ / (27b) 

4pr* 'n'"r W ni Ilsv -bTv q1W 1 3- tmn-1 
TO> P135 1bi Qn-om n mn: '' is n3 i 3 ^ nnt^t 8nin 
ninil ym 4n-NI 'I:ttb : 'Yrn 3TOn n'^sUv: bbnn snin 
1nntsw VI= 1=41 SD^ rm 31T 'DIN MD11 n =ob-5nI t 

nMi - n"4 1'3- nn1 l V MM n+ W 7t: n = n-rll : 'PnaSr 

n-s 'PnWlnr :v i'N 5> nmkUb lOn 7nnrn -T n13i 1nZnM 

Wtt7M 1513 bp13 3DWU 8i sHl tn i ) (28) NS- i S vi*nsoN 
ln ^w bMi 'nr:bt :'s1 lu rD: 1 lul W nnntu7 liwul T1O 
nns-Yn >3 li 3wni G3n? ami a-*m Q3b7 InSli 7 3bt 
13w rt7il ' mimn im bM Is wA 'nbE : Ini ? 3 Q3DI.n. 3 

:=lm 13rn)p M41* 7-n Mtn3 Dtr- TO =)3 1 st'ln^ bm mTinji 
n>>3 riS nin'n nr73 nr7 >^n'-i *n nb^7 ninnn nri ' nn^tv 
* n7n 17>3M n:n 'n1bwt : nnM nibn * ruI -l npMSI- 9 )1> 
Qn=iN 4 In7ll T (2Sb) 13 njl -t rbV n 1)ns nb5n cYtbvmlI 
3lpr A .nsp Fns wbi f 3p- - m1ip 'nwbms : *iQ^ Plm,141 
: nlis3 55 ib^n bywF 71j-tn ' s ;n v 3s= 4T n '.O D3 

1r3^p3 IbT55tW pbnl 4 43 ait Wrn + tN 3ST 7n3 'Pnrbt 

: ;TY nlnr 8b cnm ;n3 13=41 7r 
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,3pY ttr*1 Q^n j nint nriL7 'Dlcw n -1 ;n1 n i t: 
: nmDn y'VF 

lnV`iT = nib nwss ;; lnn ll' TVn (29) 
l:Ctt nr m7nYn n nDo * ,v n nr n TT mI 'nm :N n n-T 

5H vinw-1-T11 -TV j*=)m =)tVv=l 18241 ilmn= Nn * 
1- 'l-181 

rwtt 5f^ 'n4ru :rs 17M n 'VE5n 'D wbm nnn s Y:ill 
b7 % ifnnsifl n: p^n :lb>ntL nstn nnttory t pnnS 

nw u11-1 3tlMN N>4 ' -sn, 7 Csr l 'nb ' :I 'wn v-rp -n 
-I'.TN 'nbW lp-m jvns^ 1 V tb vn 

' -TV inmb N8I-ni 

81;n n :n>! rNnm 7 n1 ym I VINlln D^.v t nA"nn + : G 

+ V1,JnJn 154 

G^tt7 >.=n ni %nM 
- ;4 nD =3^N m1T, 3 Enn. (29b) 

Q^twn 'nn^s : Gn;n 15^ sn;nn c;^^ n>n1 n: :n y"n^ 

ns n^i ^i + ' nr3n ^? ^ 'n : n:IN !> ismni 

TO nnrw ;n: 'i2W sn1nT^ b^ Inbw n : ni TO ^t^ o:m 
'nrlni : mwny slinT >s II-1 trn m >n -ru T -Tni V:3 

TO7 ttr: + '= b Y W-Tp '5W : nn* 71i ot lr 7n= %nM i^7P1ni 

lipl i- Tn 4:8 nipr TVI -7T (30) n8nlSt 5I lpwv n=n kS4 
^w81 18,1 ^NO nMni " m: l pvl mn n 'ws : lip 
OMN IT 'nfW8 71-1 *N3 l ='1 W ls i-N IT? 7137 'TTO 7a1= 
n u n ir57wS ^M8 It3 41%7 7 n-l 4 nn= 7 N wnis i727 I =41MM-1 Tr= `,'I n I-~11-7 17MVI '6`-WS "ItN r-i73IR 
rnmm int = 34*1 ir nlrw 1=np 

" nn1 IV : 1 4112S7 CWSH c'rDlnC luaiu '17 ?i 1 U3 lNn M:W> /:bubs+ ,:ff tlns 
18nn CUnS 7:twS : > rDppnD >> ̂ ^ssw > 83 8: n 

NDrw WnIn W I ̂ W rD N cl-twnr nis 'rbw : nrm- =%n1 

nr"wn nn.n ' IMnMlr.n >b Inpli7 'n`bwL :. bNs1n nn1s >n>I 
nw:n '^b:s :/ S^nr1 cCYt :51: s>n: n73 nnmn ^o3 ,:s 
'nbw6 :*1 %r nnr -its ^nri TI O nn'n -TtvSI,I ' nIp nnnD 
71Tb TO -71217 18- '-rU7 r= IW7 IV ' nw^n 7pI-Tn nM 
l'nplD: '13 n ' ns n1:jr nnsr 'n5rz : CrnYtt :n^i )p3in 
ntz '2:bw nn: n"; Wp ntt wrpn T n>mi nin n'>o >^n) 

nw^Y) '57s : wstw sn *?^ "rr on r w s ,: Illin 
Fntv7 ,) TO (31) isw in wTI tru nri-^-n - n ntim nmmt 
TSmpDn 5 + Ct)l \'wSi7p nM-n /'D5 : n41 ln-t 1rti n 

: 1S^ >>Inbnn = Vjn:> t PY n: 1nr7H >nn^bn >?UI 
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,:r nT nnn 5-rM -T- IS1 S tsn + cW^ nn 1wrl ln4l '1=r4 

n1n is only he onlsio of the HD a ftr for Gen. v. 1,r 

ws>> 'ribt1 . tvnm o i7rn = pr:n -Tv jig rro? -3tvs 
snd niW mighn : nhTe ommen win h n 1:ers 8, sin t s is 
obviosly on n ^ ?red nwit ' h fin rst 1ers of ^ e or redi n 
'inSNv :t31S cwnrn=i isyn s=1 % TO (316) >;n1 nnMY 

All ns'hnn oriies NIgre ns thing Isaia lit. 9 -10 m s H If 
5i'p ' ;ruW 5H rpi?8 /nSb'M : a1^^'b nDw >8 oip3 GI^ > 

t ar5 n i., snD -n b. tv nS nin n re expressl y 
5;n the Aggada ( Sot an 4 ann ive s as te reson for 

;ny^yI 'w t :V7 nsnintl lj 1s ITrrn >: ryg nn tD3^ 
rcopin ntogethn nsof n nna . iii and len. vii. n 1 tLpha 

remembrance of God is mentioned in both verses. Gen. viii. 

t.t .n^"i^ + ^>:n pn;n Itp nz '^cyw * n + nt =Mnb 
. n7si -Tv =' :vr4i -nim nn= 

Let us examine these Haftaras in detail. Isaiah xxx. 
1v is only the conclusion of the Haftara for den. v. 1, 
and it mi.ht have coma menced with verse 8, sinde this is 

obviously connected waith the first verse of the Torah reading. 
All authorities agree in attaching Isaiah liv. 9-10 as Haf- 

tara to Gen. vi. 9, since the Flood and Noah are exprsessly 
referred to in these verses. For viii. 1, there is Habak. iii. 

1-5; the Aggada (B. Sota, 49w) gives as te reason for the 

coupling together of Habak. iii. 2 and Gen. viii. I1 that the 
remembrance of God is mentioneed in both verses. Gen. viii 
15 is paired with Isaiah xlii. 7-21; it is probable that the 

original Haftara was confined to vv. 7-9. Isaiah xlix. 9-13, 
is apportioned to ix. 18, this being determined by the first 

verse of the Pentateuch passage. The Massorah does not 

consider xi. 1 as a special Seder. It is, however, men- 

tioned in this MS. as in the Yemen Grammar, the Xamitel 

dtt Lecteur, since it was desired to read xv. 1 in all cases 

on Shabuoth, which was not always possible according to 

the Massoretic division of the Sedarim. Its Haftara is 

Zephaniah iii. 9-19 (cp. Abodac, Zara, 24.) 

1nm nm w,Sx Inin nn r s1t:n Dm wTz^. 
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Before we proceed any further it is necessary to notice 
the different statements of the Midrash. The Genesis 

Aggada cites Ezekiel xxxviii. 10 as the Haftara for Gen. v.; 
we, however, look in vain for its point of connection with 
the Seder. Yet if we remember that this Seder was read 
on Sabbath nrD Ttrrn brn, when also was recited the 
Messianic account contained in Ezekiel xxxviii., we are 
no longer ignorant of the reason why the Aggada 
took this Haftara. This same authority names Jer. 
xxxi. 20, as the portion for Gen. viii. 1. Our MS. gives 
a passage which owes its selection to the expression 'mn"0 
which occurs in the first verse of the Torah Seder; the 
Haftara cited by the Aggada has a similar origin. We know 
it, indeed, as the Haftara for New Year, and as being 
occasioned by the word n't1i in Gen. xxx. 22. Mic. vii. 9 
is assigned to viii. 15, the expression rk5 4:w2S being 
applied to the egress from the ark. If we compare this 
with the selection given by our MS. we find the same ideas 

conveyed by the latter; yet the subject of the Pentateuch 
Seder is more faithfully adhered to in Micah vii. 9, so that 
we may consider this as the older of the two. The Aggada 
proffers the same prophet passage as our MS. for ix. 8; we 
notice a similar agreement in several Sabbath readings 
quoted in the same source. 

Let us now proceed with the investigation of the 
Haftaras in the MS. Joshua xxiv. 3-18 is coupled 
with xii. 1. The Karaites adopted the same passage, 
since they kept the first of the three Haftaras appor- 
tioned to the weekly Seder 'b '[~; the other rituals 

preferred Isaiah xl. 27, since they considered Gen. xiv. 
as the most important section of the Seder. The Mas- 
sorah enumerates xii. 10 as a special Seder, which, how- 
ever, is not sanctioned either by Meiri or the Manuel or our 
MS., all of which cite xiv. 1 as the portion immediately 
following xii. 1. The Haftara for this passage, according 
to our MS. is Isaiah xli. 2-14. It is identical with that 

accepted by the European Synagogues for this Seder; they, 
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however, commence some verses earlier, namely, xl. 27; 
the actual first verse is xli. 2, which contains a reference 
to Abraham's victory (cp. Gen. Rabba, cap. xliii.; B. 
Sanliedrin, 108). Isaiah i. 1-17 is annexed to xv. 1; there 
is no connection between these two from the point of 
view of similarity of context, since the prophet portion 
contains an earnest exhortation, whilst Gen. xv. describes 
the covenant between the pieces and the appearance 
of God. We might have supposed that this Haftara 
was introduced by the Karaites, were it not that, 
being quoted by the Genesis Aggada its Palestinian 
origin is indisputably proved. The single point of 
contact that exists between the two readings consists in 
the similarity of the expression ;rnnn, which occurs in 
xv. 1 to the initial word of Isaiah i., namely, lrn. This 

example clearly demonstrates that in the eighth century 
Haftaras were no longer selected on the basis of an ana- 
logous content, but merely on account of a likeness between 
the first significant expressions that occur in the Prophet 
and Pentateuch passages respectively. Isaiah x]iv. 1, is 

paired with xvi. 1, the word pin7~ mentioned in both 

forming the bond between them. Isaiah lxv. 10, 11, is 
attached to xvii. 1; the solitary allusion to the Pentateuch 
reading is found in n-'n, which expression is also contained 
in the Haftara assigned to this Seder by the Genesis Aggada, 
namlely, Jer. xxxiii. 25. The advantage rests decidedly 
with the latter, which mentions also Abraham. As in 
several instances, this case also establishes the truth tlhat 
the more ancient Haftaras were never taken from Isaial. 
In regard to the Haftara apportioned to xviii., we have 
again to remark an agreement between the Karaites and 
our MS. The former have Isaiah xxxiii. 17 to xxxiv. 12 
and xxxv. 10; the MS. finishes the Haftara at xxxiv. 8. 
The Spanish and German Jews read in its stead 2 Kings 
iv., in which chapter verses 15 and 16 correspond to Gen. 
xviii. 10, and on account of its similarity of subject matter 
this portion might have very well served as the original 
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Haftara to this Seder. Isaiah xvii. 14 to xviii. 7 is the 
prophet selection for xix. 1 according to our MS., instead 
of which the Genesis Aggada cites Malachi iii. 18 and 19. 
Apart from the consideration that this latter has a similar 
context to the Seder, it has also to be accorded the pre- 
ference over that derived from Isaiah, as a consequence 
of our previous investigation of the original sources 
of the Haftara. This same observation applies also to 
Isaiah lxi. 9, 10, which is the passage assigned by our 
MS. to xx. 1. (This Haftara, as may be seen, is introduced 
with the remark, 'wwtT lnrtWs 1nl tI w13O,1 which 

strengthens the conclusion derived from the Massoretic Seder 
beginning verse 10, that the Haftara consisted of only one 
verse.) In place of this Haftara, the Aggada names Judges 
ix. 22. This contains a reference to Abimelech, which is 
also the case with the Pentateuch reading. Even if these 
were two different persons, the subject-matter of the latter 
is more in conformity than is the content of the former to 
that of the Torah Seder. 1 Samuel ii. 21-28 is given as 
the Haftara for xxi. 1, which constitutes the reading for 
the New Year. We have already treated of this prophet 
section. 

We have already pointed out that the selection of this 
Haftara for the New Year gave rise to the Aggada that it 
was on this day that Hannah was remembered by God in 
respect to her barren condition. 

Isaiah xxxiii. 7-22 is the Haftara apportioned to xxii. 1. 
Instead of this, the Genesis Aggada cites Judges iii. 1, in 
which verse the word mnno occurs, thus establishing a 
connection with the first verse of the Torah Seder. The 
choice of this Haftara thus becomes intelligible to us. 
We cannot, however, offer a similar explanation for the 

I According to this remark, the shortness of this Haftara is due to the 
fact that a verse follows which does duty as a prophet reading for another 
occasion. This was, indeed, also the case with Isaiah liv. 9, 10. Hence it is 
to be inferred that the repetition of passages which had been once read 
and which were required again was avoided. 
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selection of Isaiah xxxiii. 7-22. If, however, we take into 
consideration the Midrash which states that the angels 
wept when Abraham was about to slay his son, it is 
clear that this Haftara first came into vogue after this 

Aggadic statement became current, since the basis for its 
utterance is to be found in verse 7. The European Syna- 
gogues adopted 1 Kings i. 1 as the Haftara for xxiii. 1. 
The Karaites, however, selected the passage which is also 

accepted by our MS., namely, Isaiah li. 2. This verse has 

nothing in common with the Torah reading, except the 
names Abraham and Sarah. In addition to this circum- 
stance, which makes for the superiority of the first- 
mentioned Haftara, this latter receives confirmation from 
the fact that the Genesis Aggada names the same section. 
Isaiah xii. 3-xiv. 2 is allotted to xxiv. 42,1 a nexus being 
established on account of the similarity of the expressions 
1'rn and ~Vrn, which occur in the Torah and Prophet 
lessons respectively. 

A second MS. (Cat. Neubauer, No. d, 41) cites Haftaras 
for a few Sedarim, commencing with Gen. xxv. 1. This 
document gives the Prophet portions in extenso, unlike 
our first MS., which mentions only the initial and final 
verses. Otherwise, with trifling exceptions, it offers nothing 
new on the subject. 

The Haftara for Gen. xxv. 1 is in both MSS. 2 Sam. 
v. 13-vi. 1. The original portion probably consisted of 

only the first three verses. We look in vain for any 
connection between Isaiah lxv. 23-lxvi. 8 and the Torah 
Seder to which it is assigned, Gen. xxv. 19. Here, again, 
one expression gives the occasion for the choice. The 
following Haftara, Isaiah lxii. 8, coupled by our MS. with 
Gen. xxvi. 12, is not found in the second MS., as indeed 

1 We need not be surprised at the seeming length of this Haftara, for we 
must remember that the prophet portion was not necessarily read unin- 
terruptedly till the concluding verse cited by the MS. The fact is that 
this verse was added after a few lines had been recited, so that the whole 
passage might finish with an auspicious context. 
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this Pentateuch Seder is mentioned neither by this docu- 
ment, nor the Massorah, nor Meiri, nor the Manuel. 
Here we have to record a remarkable fact, which 

requires a little attention. The Karaites, concerning 
whom we saw that they incorporated in their ritual the 
Haftara of the first Seder in the present weekly portion 
adopted Isaiah lxv. 23 as the Haftara to Gen. xxvi. 12, which 
section is not considered at all as a Pentateuch Seder by the 
above-quoted authorities. We further found, more than 
once, that the first words of the Torah reading gave rise 
to the selection of the Haftara. In accordance with 
this method, the first HIaftara for Gen. xxvi. 12 was 
chosen on account of its containing a similar expres- 
sion to 7n-t, which forms the initial word of this verse. 
Thus both Haftaras seem to apply to this Seder. It is 
to be inferred then that Gen. xxv. 19 formed no new 

portion, but that the whole section, which extended from 
xxv. 1 to xxvi. 11, constituted one Pentateuchai lesson. 
This is proved also by the fact that the Karaites adopted 
for the whole weekly portion the Haftara of xxvi. 12, 
since this was the first Seder of the weekly portion, and 

they did not depart here from their usual practice. At 
the time when they borrowed their Haftaras from the 
Palestinians, Isaiah lxii. 8 was the accepted passage, whilst 
lxv. 23 represented another opinion. The first MS. gives 
Isaiah xlvi. 3 as the initial verse of the Haftara for 
xxvii. 1; the second, however, names verse 6 in its stead. 
The Torah reading confirms the selection of the former, 
since verse 3 is the only one that contains an appropriate 
allusion to Gen. xxvii., so that this deviation of the second 
MS. cannot really be justified.1 

1 Rappoport (Erectl, Millin, p. 167b.) on the basis of Gittin 60a, demon 
strates that the teachers of the Talmudical period had a special book for 
the prophet portions containing Targum and Aggada. Accordingly we 
must believe that every Haftara had its exact limits. How was it then 
that the prophet portions gradually grew in extent ? It has already been 
observed that, according to the account of our MS., verses which had been 
read once were found to be included in thle Haftara for another Sabbath. 
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If, however, we assume that the Haftaras were read 
not from a book containing all the Haftaras con- 

secutively, but from a complete copy of the book of 
each prophet, where the beginning of the portion was 
defined on the margin-sometimes with the name of 
the Torah Seder-and if we add to this that Isaiah xlvi. 3 

according to our MS., and another fragment which gives 
three prophet readings in extenso (Catalogue Neubauer, 
No. b. 2, p. 14) formed the Haftara for Exod. xiii. 1, the 
difference of opinion becomes clear to us. It did not seem 
right to the author of the second MS., in whose prophet 
book the initial verses of the readings were marked, 
that one and the same verse should form the commence- 
ment of a Haftara for two different Sedarim. He could 
not do otherwise than apportion to one of the Sedarim a 

passage three verses in advance. Since verse 3 seemed 
more appropriate to Exod. xiii. 1, verse 6 was ascribed to 
Gen. xxvii., no consideration being taken of the Fact that 
there is no point of contact between them.1 

The passage for xxvii. 28 is Micah v. 7-13. In this and 
in several of the following Haftaras, we gain considerable 

On the other hand we saw that the expression tOp was used several times 
to indicate that the further progress of the reading should be stopped. 
Hence it is to be concluded that the following verses were also before 
the reader of the Haftara-an inference which follows necessarily from 
the note to p. 24. We have already noticed above that in most ancient 
times the reading was made out of the prophetical book itself. Now, in 
order that the 1t3_O should hit upon the suitable passage without much 
search, the commencement of an Haftara for a Sabbath Seder must have 
been marked on the margin. Since, then, the initial verses were so exactly 
described, there was no room for difference of opinion on this score; and, 
indeed, as we have already observed, these remained unchanged even in later 
times. The end of the prophet portion, however, was never given, hence 
arose numerous variations; some persons preferring to recite one verse, 
others 2, 10 and 21. It was left to the discretion of the reader to finish 
where he pleased, providing only that the concluding verse was not of an 
ominous nature. Thus it happened that verses which had already served 
as Haftara for one Sabbath appeared again in another Sabbath's portion. 

The old Haftara is retained by the Genesis Aggada; it is 1 Sam. ii. 22. 
The MS. Brit. Mus. Harl. 5,720 fixes Is. liv. 1 for the portion Gen. xxv. 19. 
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assistance from a third MS. (Cat. Neub., d. 42), which 
resembles the second in giving the whole portion, and 
differs from it in always adding a verse containing good 
tidings, even when the preceding verses rendered this un- 
necessary on account of its favourable subject-matter. 
Thus vi. 8 is joined on to the above-cited portion. The 
other rituals have Malachi i. as the Haftara for this 
weekly Seder. This section commences with the same idea 
as that contained in the above-mentioned Haftara, Isaiah 
xlvi. 3; it is, however, to be preferred to this latter, since 
it expressly names the two brothers, Esau and Jacob. 
We can also assume without further consideration that 
the Micah Haftara is the older of the two, since the 
Haftaras derived from Isaiah are of later introduc- 
tion. This presumption becomes a complete certainty 
on noticing that the Genesis Aggada cites Micah v. 6 
as the Haftara for xxvii. 28, and not the passage from 
Isaiah. The Haftara for the following weekly portion 
is another instance of the deviation of the Karaites from 
the practice of the European Synagogues; for the former 
adopted Hosea xi. 7, and the latter xii. 13. The three 
MSS. of the Palestinian cycle mention Hosea xii. 13 as the 
Haftara, since the Sabbath Seder commenced with Jacob's 

escape, and not with his employment by Laban. The 
Genesis Aggada is of the same mind, treating, as it does, 
this verse as the prophet portion for Gen. xxviii. 10. 

The following Sabbath Seder, xxix. 31, is omitted by 
our MS. only through an oversight, since the Massora, Meiri, 
the Manuel and the two other sources consider it as a 

separate portion. Its Haftara, is Isaiah lx. 15, instead of 
which the Aggada has 1 Sam. i. 1. Since this same 

authority names 1 Sam. i. 11 as the section for Gen. 
xxx. 21, it is possible to assume that in certain years 
the twenty-ninth chapter was reached on Rosh Hashana, 
and not the thirtieth. The Haftara for this festival, more- 
over, was 1 Sam. i.-ii. This was also read on it, when 
Gen. xxix. 31 was reached as Pentateuch lesson; hence 
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1 Samuel i. 1-10 was retained as Haftara for Genesis 
xxix. 31. Jeremiah xxx. 10-16 is given as the passage 
for xxxi. 3; our MS. has instead Micah vi. 3-vii. 20, which 
is in no way suitable to the Pentateuch Seder. It is 

possible that this was the Haftara for the day of Atone- 
ment, whose Torah lesson in the first year was Genesis 
xxxi. We have not yet justified the selection of the 

prophet reading, Hosea xi. 7, made by the Karaites and 
others; moreover, we encounter a difficulty in the third 
MS. which requires an explanation. Namely, it gives 
the questionable reading Hosea xi. 7 before proceeding to 
the following Seder, and names no Sabbath portion to 
which it is to be annexed. Since all authorities agree that 
xxxii. 4 follows immediately on xxxi. 3 without any 
intermediate Seder, this Haftara cannot be considered as 

belonging to a possible Seder between these two. Besides, 
this assigning of Haftaras without any corresponding 
Pentateuch Sedariin occurs three times in the same 
MS., so that the simple conclusion to be inferred is 
that several Sabbath Sedarim were invested with two 
different Haftaras. That generally accepted was placed 
with the rest, whilst that which was not usually 
adopted was mentioned at the end. The fact that there 
was already in Palestine a difference of opinion in 

respect to certain Haftaras explains why some Karaite 
collections cite the one, others the other prophet portion. 
This also gave rise to the controversy between the Spanish 
and German Jews over the Haftaras. Both were in vogue 
in Babylon, neither of them could be rejected altogether, so 
that there was room for two opinions. All the sources 
agree in attaching Obadiah 1 to Gen. xxxii. 4; the second 
MS., however, limits its extent to verses 1-7, to which verse 
21 is added as a conclusion. The third MS. has another 
prophet reading after the Haftara to xxxv. 10, without a 
corresponding Torah Seder. This is Obadiah 8-21; only the 
initial letters of all the words in verses 1-7 are given, since 
this portion had already done duty as Haftara. We have 
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already remarked that this MS., by giving a second Haftara 
at the end of the recognised weekly portion, acquaints us 
with the practice of other congregations; so that we have 
to notice a difference of custom here also, some communities 

reading only seven verses, others the whole book. I have 
still to remark that the Genesis Aggada mentions Obadiah 
as the Haftara. Nahum i. 12-ii. 5 is selected for xxxiii. 
18, the word :btw forming the bond of connection. Isaiah 
xliii. 1-7 is coupled with xxxv. 9. The Karaites assign 
Isaiah xxxii. 18 to the whole of the following weekly 
portion. The MSS. name the same Haftara, limiting it to 
xxxiii. 6, to which verse 15 is added. Isaiah xxxvii. 31-37 
is the portion for xxxviii. 1, Isaiah lii. 3-9 for xxxix. 1; 
other authorities make it extend to liii. 5. This is the 
passage already cited in the Tosefta as consisting of three 
verses which are not strictly related to each other. We 

gather from this example, as also from the majority of 
those hitherto considered, that when the Halachic and 
Midrashic writings cite the same Haftara as the MSS., it is 

very seldom a passage taken from Isaiah, whilst an over- 

whelming number are borrowed from the other prophets. 
After the last-named the third MS. gives yet another 

Haftara without its Torah Seder, namely, Amos i. 3-15, 
whose initial verse is appropriate to none of tle three 
Seders of the weekly portion. It is probable that verses 
3-8 were afterwards placed before verse 9, which might have 
formed the original first verse, since it may be brought into 
connection with Gen. xl. 23. The European rituals adopt 
Amos ii. 6 as their Haftara, which verse is similar in con- 
text to the weekly portion, and is, moreover, explained by 
the Midrash as referring to the sale of Joseph. Instead of 
this the Aggada proffers Isaiah xl. 27, which also has appli- 
cation to the first Seder. If we wish to select the original 
of all these Haftaras, we must, as we have often emphasised, 
take the context as criterion. The more likeness there is 
between the Prophet and Pentateuch verses, the nearer 
does the former stand to the period of the introduction of 
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the Sabbath Haftaras. We must, therefore, supported also 

by the Boraitha and Tosefta, consider the passages assigned 
from Isaiah to Gen. xxxvii. 1 and xxxviii. 1, as of later origin, 
since there is only a literal and not a contextual similarity 
between the Seder and its Haftara. Those derived from 
Amos are older, since their subject-matter is analogous to 
that of their respective Torah readings. Between these two 
we place the prophet portion cited by the Genesis Aggada, 
as in all the cases hitherto dealt with, where this authority 
differs from the MS. The Karaites, as do also the MSS., 
name Isaiah xxix. 8-14 as the portion for xli. 1, a nexus 
being established by the expressions hnrlF and nlbr 
occurring in the two respectively. 

The same sources give Isaiah xi. 2-9 as the Haftara 
for Gen. xli. 38; Isaiah 1. 10, and lii. 11, for xlii. 18. The 

Aggada names instead Isaiah xlix. 14, the choice of which 
is well justified by its contents. The MSS. assign Jer. 
xlii. 12-17, xliii. 12 to xliii. 14. In the place of the 
Isaiah Haftara of the first Seder (which narrates the dream 
of Pharaoh) the European rituals have 1 Kings iii. 15. On 
the basis of the oft-confirmed assumption in respect to 
the sources of the oldest Haftaras, we are convinced 
that the latter is the more original passage. The 
third MS. declares as a matter of fact that 1 Kings 
iii. 15 was read as Haftara in many localities. This coin- 
cidence enables us to establish the truth that the devia- 
tions of the third MS. from the other two represent an 
older stage of the development, than do those Haftaras 
in which all three MSS. agree. Were this MS. more 
perfect than it really is, it would be possible through its 
instrumentality to show the progress from the old prophet 
portions cited by the Midrash, and Yemenian, German and 

Spanish Jews to those enumerated in the MSS. Perhaps 
it would be possible also to discover the date of the 
change. I have yet to add to those Haftaras of this weekly 
portion already mentioned that of the Aggada, Jer. ii. 4, 
which belongs to xliii. 14. To xliv. 18, Joshua xiv. 6 
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is apportioned both by the Karaites and the MSS. This 
selection does not in the least depend upon similarity of 
subject-matter, but is chosen on account of its first word; 
Ezek. xxxvii. 16, which is found in the other rituals, is 
more adequately fitting to the Torah Seder. The prophet 
reading for the following Pentateuchal passage is an 
instructive example of the opposition which is manifest 
between the Haftaras of the MSS. and those of the 
other rituals. We found above that the prophet portion 
assigned by the Pesikta Rabbati to Chanucca is really 
the Haftara for Gen. xlvi. 28, to which it is in fact 
ascribed by the Genesis Aggada; it corresponds to the 
contents of the Torah section to which it belongs. The 
Haftara, however, which is apportioned by the MSS. to 
the same Seder, Zach. x. 6-11, is only connected with it 
in that it contains a reference to the tribe of Judah 
whose ancestor is mentioned in the commencement of the 
Torah passage. The contributions to this subject made by 
the two last-quoted MSS. cease with this Haftara, so that 
we must apply ourselves solely to the consideration of the 
contents of the first MS. We find here 2 Kings xiii. 14 
attached to xlviii. 1, which is also the Karaite Haftara; 
the other rituals, however, have 1 Kings ii. 1. Isaiah 
xliii. 2 is paired with xlix. 1, this Isaiah verse being also 
considered by the Midrash as a reproach against Jacob 
in the matter of the blessing. (Vide Midrash Tanchuma to 
the passage.) 

Zachariah xiv. 1, is coupled with xlix. 27. The pas- 
sage cited by the Genesis Aggada, Micah ii. 12, is far 
more appropriate to the preceding Seder than is Isaiah 
xliii. 2, since it is applicable to the simple sense of the 
first verse, and not to the Midrashic explanation of the 
same. The MS. of the Genesis Aggada (Cat. Neub. No. 
2,340) has Isaiah xlviii. 12 instead, of which a trace is 
found also in the editions. The idea which this IHaftara, 
as also that to xxii. 12, suggests, is that many of the 
prophet readings cited in our MS. were first selected in 
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conformity with the Midrashic interpretation of these 

passages, since they often bear not even the slightest 
allusion to the Sabbath reading. 

We have now arrived at the end of Genesis; if 
we make a retrospect of the prophet portions enume- 
rated, we notice that out of forty-five, not less than twenty- 
nine are derived from Isaiah, seven from the Minor Pro- 

phets, six from the historical writings, and only two from 
the later prophetical books Jeremiah and Ezekiel.1 I 
deem it necessary to call attention to these numbers, 
as they will soon be fraught with the greatest im- 

portance for us. 

Proceeding with the Haftaras of our MS., we find Isaiah 
xxvii. 6 apportioned as in all rituals to Exod. i. 1. The 

Aggada which gave us a series of Haftaras confirming 
those of our MS., and also some new prophet portions, 
confines its contributions to Genesis, so that the certainty 
as to which were the old Haftaras of the other books of 
the Pentateuch becomes materially weakened. Yet we 
have to notice here a few variations found in other sources, 
which require some attention as they are important. The 
MS. of the Bodleian (Cat. Neub. No. 6), that of the British 
Museum (Or. 2,451 p. 214 if.) which contains the Persian 
ritual, and the Yemen MS. of the Bodleian agree in many 
Haftaras in which they deviate from the other rituals. 
The first names Jeremiah i. 1 as the Haftara for Exod. i., 

' I herewith supply the Haftaras for Gen. i. I and ii. 4, which are 
missing in our MS., since all the sources, apart from a few verses added 
to the end, cite Isaiah xlii. 5, and only the Karaites have Isaiah xlv. 
17 seg., and then skipping the intermediate chapters, lxvi. 13. This latter 
choice is clearly derived from the triennial cycle; it tells of the creation, 
and belongs to the first Seder, whilst the other may be assigned to the 
second Seder. Isaiah xlii. 8, on the basis of the Tanchuma, or Jeremiah 
xxii. 30, according to the Aggada, may be coupled with iii. 24. The 
Tanchuma remarks (vide YalUut to Isaiah xlii. 8), )DW 'n1 ';l I 

l~WKl; Dr' I 1' 5 pW. The context however seems to suggest Isaiah xliii. 
27 as a possible Haftara for iii. 24, since it refers to the sin of the 
first man. 
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the second gives Ezekiel xvi. 1, the third Ezekiel xx. 
A MS. (Cat. N.eub., No. e. 31) also cites Ezekiel xvi. 1 
as the Haftara to Exodus i. 1. This prophet portion will 
be recognised that which R. Eliezer would not allow to be 
read in public (Megilla IV. 10). This passage is called 
Rnrln nrnU and asrun nnlin (B. Shabb. 129), and 
when it was admitted into the Synagogue it was explained 
as referring to the idolatry and lawlessness of the Israelites 
in Egypt (vide Yalkut). The fact that a Tanna had 
interdicted its reading in the synagogue had this con- 
sequence: it was gradually allowed to lapse, in spite of 
the permission granted in the Talmud, and in place of it 
was substituted Ezek. xx., which contained the same 
reproach, but couched in less harsh language. We have 
already mentioned this passage as the Haftara for Lev. 
xviii.1 This also disappeared from the practice of the 
Synagogue, and since a inn3r was required, Jeremiah i. 1 
was selected. 

Let us now return to our MS. embodying the Palestinian 
ritual. In this document Isaiah xl. 11 is attached to 
Exod. iii. 1, and Isaiah lv. 12 to Exod. iv. 18. For the first 
Seder of the following weekly section the Karaite Haftara 
is identical with that cited by our MS., namely Isaiah xlii. 
8, whereas the European rituals and the Yemenian MSS. 
have in its stead Ezekiel xxviii. 25. This Haftara really 
commenced with verse 29, some verses being added to the old 
reading. It is hardly necessary to state that this latter 
holds the claim for priority. Joel iii. 3 is annexed to vii. 18, 

' This chapter treats of the forbidden marriages between blood rela- 
tions, and therefore Ezek. xvi. would have been peculiarly appropriate to it. 
It is possible also that this was really the portion for Lev. xviii., since we see 
that it was supplanted by Ezek. xx., which portion is assigned to l'VIlp by 
Jacob b. Yehuda in his ltn r^. The Haftara of the German Jews confirms 
this conjecture; for Amos ix. 7 like Ezek. xvi., treats of the origin 
of the Israelites, but it is in a gentle, not in such a drastic manner. 
This would represent the third stage in the development, as would also 
the substitution of Jer. i. for Ezek. xx. in the case of Exod. i. 1, inas- 
much as the remonstrance is mildest in these chapters. 
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and Isaiah xxxiv. 11 to viii. 16. The following Haftara 
is of special interest. Since this is apportioned to the first 
division of the weekly portion, we should be justified in 

expecting that the Karaites would have selected this 
same prophet passage, since this was their usual practice, 
as is undoubtedly proved by our investigation of the Haf- 
taras for the whole book of Genesis. Instead of this 

reading they have Isaiah xxxiv. 11 as the prophet 
lesson for the weekly portion si', which commences 
with chap. x. We have already seen that our MS. 

pairs this passage with the last Seder of the previous 
weekly portion. How is this seeming inconsistency on the 

part of the Karaites to be explained, for which we find no 

analogy in the choice of the Haftaras already considered ? 
Yet in one solitary case we met with an exception, namely 
in reference to Gen. xxvi.; this brought us to the conclu- 
sion that the weekly portion of the Karaites commenced 
with that Seder, and that they chose a Haftara suitable to 
the whole section. Shall we offer a similar solution to our 

present difficulty and assume that the weekly portion 
originally began with Exod. viii. 16, and not with x. 1 ? 

If the selection of the Karaites is to be justified at all, it 
must be on such a basis, and we are accordingly confronted 
with the fact that the weekly divisions were still in a state 
of flux in the eighth century, or that they deviated from the 

partition in vogue at the present day. Seeing, however, 
that the Karaite sources are not always trustworthy when 

they display any variation from the Rabbanite practices, we 
cannot rely on this solitary account to settle the matter. 
Let us, therefore, examine some contemporaneous authori- 
ties. The Halachoth Getdooth (p. 617), Ifalachloth Kezubotih 

(p. 38), and Italachoth Pesukoth (p. 132) name Exod. xii. 
14-51 as the Passover lesson, and since the division of 
the Pentateuch into chapters did not yet exist, it was 

necessary to cite the weekly portion, and this is men- 
tioned as 'npn =:trin nrnD and not as Nsn; conse- 

quently both these works considered Exod. viii. 16 as 
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the commencement of the weekly portion. Again, we 
find a similar account in a fragment emanating from 

Egypt (Catalogue Neubauer, No. e. 45, p. 6b) which 
reads as follows :-s'-m: n-sp 7n ] r sNr;n rT"STp ~ ntr: 
F anp "m 7ro3b mn mm>n rtm 7p ^"m 3:wz Snw-m. 

Moreover, there is extant a portion of the liturgy 
specially assigned to this portion, a fragrnent (Catalogue 
Neubater, No. f, 38, p. 5) citing ~7sbn t: w= n 'n 
between a prayer peculiar to s'nI and one appropriate 
for rf%r'= rnm.1 (Cp. INeub. in Revue des Etudes Jutives, 
xiv. p. 107, and Ginsburg llassorlah 5 401.) 

Let us return again to the Haftara of Exod. x. 1. The 
Yemenian and South Italian authorities (Cat. 'etub., No. 6) 
assign Isaiah xix. to this Pentateuchal lesson, the Germans 
Jerem. xlvi., neither of these being found in our MS., which 
has instead 1 Sam. vi. 6 for x. 1, and Isaiah xxi. 11 for 
xii. 29. This is the first time that the MS. prefers an 
extra-Isaiah Haftara-nainely, one selected from the his- 
torical works-when other rituals derive theirs from that 
Prophet. It is probable, then, that this was an old prophet 
reading which was not supplanted by an Isaiah passage 
for this reason: in addition to its contextual likeness to 
its Torah section, the first verse contains a similar expression 
to one which occurs in the initial verse of the Pentateuch 
Seder; and this, as we saw, prompted the choice of Haftaras 
in later times. Moreover, as a matter of fact, 1 Sam. vi. 6 
is not only an allusion to, but is a repetition of the context 
of Exod. x., so that its selection is more justifiable than 
other Haftaras which contain only a bare reference to the 
contents of the Torah Seder. We should have expected, as 
regards the portion for Exod. xii. 29, which commences 

At the time of the arrangement of the Siddur N:I was already con- 
sidered as the beginning of the weekly portion, for after this piece there 

follows immediately one thus superscribed )OVW 1$? 71,TD 5N MI=, the 
compiler being of opinion that the Yozer of Sahlan applied to another 
week. It is possible that the old division was retained in Egypt. 
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an old Pesach reading, the Haftara originally chosen, on 
account of its connection with this festival, and already 
mentioned in the Boraitha; this was, however, allowed 
to lapse, an Isaiah passage being selected in its stead. 
The prophet lesson for xiii. 1 is Isaiah xlvi. 3, which is 
headed by the phrase toind pp'1D. The signification 
of this remark is that another Haftara begins with 
verse 5. For the following Seder the Karaites have 

again preserved an old IHaftara, Joshua xxiv. 7, which 
contains a direct allusion to the Torah section; all other 
sources have instead Judges v. 1 (Song of Deborah).' 
This difference of opinion is of ancient date, its 
basis being given above. Our MS. cites Isaiah lxv. 24, 
which has no reference to the actual contents of the 
Pentateuch Seder. There also we find Isaiah lviii. 23 
named as Haftara for Exod. xvi. 28. The Seder following 
xv. 21, which exists in the division of the Massora, Meiri, 
and the Manuel, is missing in our MS.; this can only be the 
result of an oversight, though, indeed, this is not an 
isolated instance of such an omission. Its Haftara was 

probably Isaiah xlix. 10. The Karaites pair Isaiah xxxiii. 
13 with xviii. 1, whilst other rituals adopt Isaiah vi. in 
accordance with the context of the following Seder, which 
Haftara really originated from its connection with 
Shabuoth, on which occasion this Torah portion was 
recited. Isaiah lxi. 6-10 is the passage proffered by our 
MS. for this Seder, selected on account of similarity of 

expressions occurring in the initial verses. Isaiah lvi. 1 is 
coupled in our MS. with xxi. 1; this is also the Karaite 
Haftara, the others preferring Jerem. xxxiv. 1. The first 

1 Since this Haftara was originally apportioned to the first day of 
Pesach, and was only at a later date carried over to the Seder itself, 
we should expect that the Song of Deborah, which is read by many 
congregations as IHaftara for the Sabbath portion, should have been 
analogously transferred from the festival to Exod. xiv. In reality 
we find in Cat. Veub., No. d, 3, a MS. which otherwise follows the 
Karaitic Ritual, that Judges v. was the Haftara for the eighth day of 
Pesach. 
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verse of the Haftara for xxii. 24 has been omitted in the 
MS.; its conclusion is Is. xlix. 3; Is. lx. 17-lxi. 9 is paired 
with xxv.; Is. lxvi. 1-11 with xxvi. 1; and Ezek. xvi. 10-19 
with xxvi. 31. This latter Haftara is taken from that 
portion the reading of which in public was prohibited by 
R. Eliezer. It is surprising that whilst verses 1-9 on account 
of their subject-matter were excluded from the synagogue, 
these latter verses are retained by our document, which 
otherwise does not display any preponderating inclination 
for this prophet. 

We have already suggested that many of the Haftaras 
cited by our MS. were originally selected on account 
of a Midrashic connection set up between the prophet 
portions and their respective Pentateuch passages. It 
has been remarked above that when this chapter was 
admitted into the Divine service, it was explained 
allegorically, verses 10-19 being interpreted to refer to the 
building of the Tabernacle. The Jonathan Targum gives a 
similar paraphrase. We now understand how it was that 
these verses did duty as the Haftara for Exod. xxv. 31, 
in which passage the individual parts of the Tabernacle 
are described. The European rituals selected 1 Kings v., 
which gives an account of the construction of King Solo- 
mon's Temple. Exod. xxvii. 20 gave occasion for various 
views. The Karaites cite Jer. xi., our MS. Hosea xiv. 7, 
the Spanish and German rituals name a third in Eze- 
kiel xliii. 10, which latter is most suited to the whole 
contents of the Seder. Isaiah lxi. 6 is assigned to Exod. 
xxix. 1; Malachi i. 11-ii. 7 to xxx. 1; Isaiah xliii. 7-21 
to xxxi. 1. The Karaites have the same Haftara. 2 Sam. 
xxii. 10-51 is assigned to Exod. xxxii. 15; Jer. xxxi. 33-40 
to xxxiv. 27. For the whole weekly portion the Persian 
and European rituals selected 1 Kings xviii. 27-39, con- 
sidering that passage of the portion the most important 
which describes the incident of the Golden Calf. 1 Kings 
viii. 8-22 is apportioned to xxxvii. 1; Jer. xxx. 18-xxxi. 9 
to xxxviii. 21. This latter selection is only intelligible if 
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we take into consideration the translation of l'nlS by 
Jonathan and the corresponding Midrash passage, both 
of which render this word by "Temple." This is yet 
another proof that many of the selections imply a Midra- 
shic interpretation of the Scriptural portions in question. 
Our MS. gives Isaiah xxxiii. 20-xxxiv. 8 as the Iaftara 
for Exod. xxxix., whilst of the other sources some name 
1 Kings vii. 13 and some 1 Kings vii. 50. We must add 
that the MS., which, without being of Karaite origin, 
cites Karaite Haftaras (Catalogue YNeubauer, No. d, 3), 
names 1 Kings vii. 27 as the prophet passage for xxxviii. 
21; so that, irrespective of its appropriate context, addi- 
tional testimony is afforded for the presumption that this 
Haftara was in vogue amongst the Karaites. 

Summing up the prophet readings for the twenty-nine 
Sedarim of the Book of Exodus, we find eighteen derived in 
this MS. from Isaiah, three from Jeremiah, four from the 
minor prophets, three from the historical works, and one 
from Ezekiel, whilst some of the older Haftaras were cited 

by the other sources. The general result arrived at from the 
consideration of these Haftaras is that the Isaiah passages 
were undoubtedly preceded by others, and that many of 
these later introduced portions were selected on a basis of 
the Midrash rather than of the contents of the Pentateuch 
lesson. In order to complete the contents of our authority, 
we have still to enumerate the Haftaras assigned by it 
to four Sabbath readings. Micah vi. 9-vii. 8 is paired with 
Levit. i., the Midrash cites instead Jerem. xxxi. 19; Ezek. 
xviii, 4-17, with Levit. iv. 1. We shall have occasion to 

speak of this Haftara as the portion selected for the 
Sabbath between New Year and the day of Atonement. 
Zach. v. 3-vi. 14 is attached to Lev. v. 1, and Malachi iii. 4 
to vi. 12. The Karaites and all other rituals have Isaiah 
xliii. 21 as the Haftara for the first weekly portion of 
Leviticus. We have here again to recount the fact that 
in this instance the Karaites make a thorough deviation 
from the account of the MS., and especially that they derive 
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their passage from Isaiah, whilst the latter selects its 

reading from another prophetical work. 
We must add that the European synagogues, in 

common with the Yemenian and Persian, adopted the same 
Haftara as the Karaites, and besides this sufficiently con- 
firming circumstance, the context bears testimony in favour 
of Isaiah xliii. 21. On the other hand, we found that the 
Haftara named in the MS. has already been mentioned by 
it as the reading from the Prophets for Gen. xxxi. The 
choice of this Haftara, on account of its utter want of 

similarity to the Torah Seder, led us to the assumption 
that it was probably the prophet passage for the day of 
Atonement or Sabbath Shuba. Now we know that in 
the second year of the cycle, Levit. v. was recited on 
this very Sabbath; hence the selection of this seemingly 
anomalous Haftara is justified. The Karaites who found 
this Haftara assigned to Lev. v. 1 could not adopt it for 
the whole portion, since it was fixed for a special 
occasion. They accordingly chose another, which, like the 
two Haftaras accepted in the MS. to Gen. xxxviii., was in 

vogue amongst the Palestinians. We must not be pre- 
vented by the fact that it is taken out of the book of Isaiah 
from assuming that it is an old prophet reading. We found 
Isaiah lii. 3, 4, 5 mentioned expressly in the Tosefta, and 
x. 32 in the Boraitha. 

The Talmud (J. Meg. iv. 9) cites Isaiah xlv. 9 as an 

example of a short Haftara. This portion, from the point 
of view of context, belongs to Num. xiv., or on the basis 
of the Midrash to Numbers xi. (v. Yalckat to Is. xlix. 9). 
The Talmud (B. Megilla 24b) further informs us that R. 

Chiyya said to Simon b. Rabbi that he (Simon) was 

incapacitated by his deep voice from reciting the priestly 
blessings. On Sinon repeating this to his father, the latter 
remarked that if R. Chiyya should read Isaiah viii. 17 he 
would blaspheme God. Since this narrative speaks of the 
loud reading in the synagogue it is clear that this last- 
mentioned passage has to be considered as a Haftara, whose 
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Pentateuch Seder cannot be determined, since it is not 
known what was the initial verse of the prophet reading, 
and it was always on this verse that the choice of the 
Haftara depended. Further, we have the passage Isaiah 
Ixi. 1, 2, cited by Luke (iv. 16), which, judging from its 

subject-matter, might have very well served as the prophet 
portion for Deut. xv. 7. 

The question however cannot yet be answered, Why were 
these Haftaras selected from Isaiah at the stage of the 

development represented by our MS. ? We have to 
investigate another series of prophet readings selected 
from the book of Isaiah. It is well known that both 
Pesiktas assign as Haftaras to the seven Sabbaths between 
the 10th of Ab and the 1st of Tishri, passages derived 
from Isaiah. The question is, Whence did these originate ? 
For since these are treated as special portions and as if for 

extraordinary Sabbaths, and are placed in the Pesiktas 
in line with the Haftaras for the festivals and the four 

extraordinary Parashas, it seems that the motive prompting 
their selection was not that generally adopted in the choice 
of Haftaras. In the Pesiktas we find three other Haftaras 
which were instituted for the three Sabbaths immediately 
preceding the 9th of Ab. We shall presently learn not only 
that these latter are dependent on the former, but that they 
both have a common origin. Rab it was who first intro- 
duced prophet portions for the Sabbaths before the 9th of 
Ab that had no contextual contact with their respective 
Torah Sedarim. We have already seen that this Rabbi was 

responsible for many of the Sedarim and Haftaras. He 
returned from Palestine to his native land Babylon about 
the year 210, and bestowed especial attention to the Sabbath 
and festival lessons. In the passage (B. ileg. 31a), where 
the Pentateuch and Prophet portions are enumerated in a 
Boraitha in Rab's name,l Rab Huna on Rab's authority 

1 In the Talmud it seems as if R. tIuna himself was the selector of this 
HIaftara. A response of the Geonim, however, which deals with this 
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cites Isaiah i. 14 as the Haftara for the 1st of Ab when 
it falls on Sabbath. We can assume with some degree of 
certainty that Rab, as in the case of the other readings, 
also brought this with him from Palestine. Since, how- 
ever, in consequence of the triennial division of the Law in 
vogue in Palestine, a different Torah section was read on 
the Sabbath of the 1st of Ab every year of the cycle, 
it is clear that the Haftara had no connection with 
these Seders, but was chosen on account of its suit- 

ability to the import of the month in which occurred the 
9th of Ab-the memorial of the destruction of Jerusalem. 
R. Huna names Isaiah i. 21, as the portion for the 9th of 
Ab. Since, however, in those times Haftaras were only 
recited on Sabbaths and festivals, this could only have 

applied to the case when the 9th of Ab fell on Sabbath 

although indeed it is actually assigned to this occasion in 
general, even when it happens on a week dayl (vide Meyilla 
31b). 

Since this passage only cites the two above-mentioned 
IHaftaras, we see that Rab's introduction applied only to 
those exceptional cases where either the 1st or 9th of 
Ab falls on Sabbath. Both days, however, could not 
coincide with Sabbaths in the same year; it is, indeed, 
more often that both should be week-days; we are there- 
fore bound to assume that only one, or in some cases neither 
of these Haftaras was read, the Haftara for the weekly 
Seder being recited instead. Yet it is possible that the 
custom soon arose of reading both these prophet passages 
cited above on the first and second Sabbaths in Ab, since 

prophet section (Milller in Bet7h '14lmud iv., p. 317, and Harkavy Rcspon- 
. 'Cb der(' G(l)oiUl, p. 9) contains the following passage 'INr' N H PnSqWWI 
Z:1' N'3;D nflN 'h '1n 21 1 q ;' I11l, 'I which proves indisputably 
that Rab instituted this special prophet portion. 

' The above-mentionecl response apportions this verse to the Sabbath 
before the 9th of Ab, whence it may be concluded that it was arranged to 
be read on the Sabbath. On the other hand, the Amora who adds to this 
a remark introduced by the expression nfl1Ni1, applies this Haftara to 
all cases of the 9th of Ab. 
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both give expression to thoughts which should be aroused 
in the minds of the people during this month (Taanith 
iv. 6). Once it was established that on the two Sabbaths 
preceding the day of affliction passages should be read con- 

taining words of censure and exhortation which allude to 
future punishment-on which account these Haftaras 
afterwards received the appellation of sHimnn~ -it was 
also decided, by way of compensation, to recite in the two 
Sabbaths immediately following the ninth of Ab such 
portions as promised comfort and consolation, and 
which were therefore called mrtn'. The Babylonian 
Talmud makes no mention of these latter, so that it seems 
that they were unknown in Babylon. They originated, 
therefore, in Palestine, and were a result of a further deve- 

lopment of the punishment Haftaras. It was from this 
source that the Karaites derived them. Both consolation 
passages were borrowed from Isaiah, this book being 
described as containing words of comfort (Berachoth, 57b). 
The portions were xl. 1 and li. 12, where the expression 

rn: is explicitly mentioned. It does not seem, however, 
as if these four unusual portions were allowed to remain 
as isolated instances for very long. The 17th day of 
Tammuz is also a fast day, and commemorates the first 
breach made in the walls of Jerusalem, and the three 
weeks transpiring between this fast and that of the ninth 
of Ab were considered as days of mourning. It was only 
natural, then, that a punishment portion taken from the 
prophets should be assigned also to the Sabbath following 
the 17th of Tammuz, so that three such were read on 
three consecutive Sabbaths. This brought about also the 
selection of a third consolation Haftara, so that the six 
Sabbaths ensuing between the 17th of Tammuz and 
the end of Ab were supplied with extraordinary prophet 
passages. Maimonides (Tefilla xiii. 19) knows only of one 
comfort passage as the old custom; the Yemenian, Southl 
Italian, and partly the Karaite rituals also only mentioned 
one. The additional Nechama portion mentioned above was 
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most likely Isaiah liv. 2, where the word rnl occurs. Nor 
did the usage remain stationary at this second stage of the 

development. There will still be four Sabbaths before 
the New Year, which had a special signification on 
account of this festival. To these days were also assigned 
Haftaras containing words of hope and good courage, 
so that there were seven such, whilst the number of 
retribution readings remained unaltered, since there was 
no ground for any change. It cannot be accurately 
determined whether these were not the result of a gradual 
growth, since we shall see that the Midrash Tanchuma cites 

only six. Both Pesiktas have the full number of the 

special sections before New Year which were also in vogue 
among the Karaites. 

Let us now examine the prophet portions assigned to 
these ten Sabbaths. As already mentioned, Rab named 
Isaiah i. 141 as the Haftara for the first of Ab happening 
on a Sabbath. This was, however, soon supplanted by 
another passage. For although the first mentioned is 
found in Maimonides, and also in the Yemenian and Persian 
rituals which followed his lead, yet we see that Isaiah xxii. 1 
is cited by other Yemenian authors, which, on account of 
its fourth verse, was eminently suitable for the month of 
Ab. The majority of the congregations of Yemen did not 
know of any consolation Haftaras at all. Salomon b. 
Nathan (Cat. Neeub., No. 896, p. 195b) informs us that the 
unusual Haftaras of these Sabbaths were looked upon as 
an accepted custom, but not as a binding practice. He 
makes the following statement:--nm ~ n ': r1=' s q1 

We find here a third Hafftara apportioned to the first 

The originally introduced Haftara commenced with this verse, and 
not, as many think that it had already begun in ancient times, with V. 1. 
The Responsum of the Geonim makes it extend to v. 19, others to ii. 5. 
It is possible, however, that this latter verse was affixed merely to insure 
a propitious conclusion. 
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Sabbath of Ab, namely, Jerem. ii. 4, which both Pesiktas 
and all later sources also adopt.1 The fact that all deviate 
from the Babylonian Talmud demonstrates that this custom 

really sprang from Palestine, and developed outside 

Babylon. R. Huna gave Isaiah i. 21 as the portion for 
the second Sabbath in the month of Ab, so that by means 
of the initial word ni:s allusion might be made to the 
Lamentations of Jeremiah. This Haftara is named by the 
forementioned Salomon b. Nathan, and also by Maimonides 
who is at one in this respect with the Pesikta, and with the 
Persian ritual. The first authority, however, mentions Jer. 
li. 50 as another opinion. We do not meet with this Haf- 
tara elsewhere, and it therefore stands in need of further 

explanation. Moreover, the Pesikta Rabbati gives rise to 
a further difficulty, in that it considers Jerem. xxxvii. 
1, 2 as Haftara for the second Sabbath in Ab. Friedman 

attempts to justify this latter selection, on the ground that 
Jeremiah alone was looked upon as the censor, and that, 
therefore, this passage was chosen from Jeremiah in place 
of the Isaiah reading. This view seems to receive endorse- 
ment from the Responsum given in a note above, and 
from a MS. (Cat. NVeub., No. 294), since they as well as 
the Yemenian Midrash, Brit. Mlus. Or. 1422, cite as the 
Haftara for this Sabbath Jerem. vi. 16, and Jerem. vi. 17 
respectively. Salomon b. Nathan gives Jerem. li. 50 also 
as Haftara for the Sabbath immediately succeeding the 
17th of Tammuz. Yet why should just these sections be 
taken from Jeremiah, and what was the cause of this 
great divergence of opinion? Since we assumed that these 
prophet portions developed in Palestine, they can only be 
explained from the point of view of a triennial cycle. If 
we examine Jerem. xxxvii. 12, we find no allusion in the 

'The Englishman, Jakob b. Jehuda, also remarks in )Fn ?>, p. 45- 

p '1wz,: p8ss ̂ Wa nzw^ ci33'YiM D:w-mn ptovs n:m: inw 1KI 
',1 q21 IYm W ~N. It seems from this passage that he applies this 
HIaftara only to such a case when the 1st of Ab falls or. Sabbath. 
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simple text to the fast day of the 9th of Ab. If, however, 
we take into consideration the Midrash (v. Echa Rab. 
xxviii., and Yalkut) which informs us that xxxvi. 32 
refers to the Lamentations, we arrive at the conclusion 
that the Haftara commenced with this verse, and that 
it is imperfectly preserved in the Pesikta. The choice 
of this verse for the 9th of Ab is thus justified on the 

ground that it treats of the mourning for the destruction 
of Jerusalem. 

Let us further consider the Sabbath after the 17th of 
Tammuz. Both Pesiktas name Isaiah i. 1, this IIaftara 
being unanimously recognised by all sources in which any 
mention of punishment portions is to be found. The 
Pesikta Rabbati prefixes to this a discussion based on 
Ezek. xxxiv., which implies a fourth Sabbath snn:''Tn. 
How is this conceivable, seeing that between the 17th 
of Tammuz and the 9th of Ab, there can only be 
three Sabbaths. Let us return for a moment to the 
oldest authority on these Sabbaths, namely, R. Huna 
(Megilla, 31b). His remarks apply only to the case when 
the 9th of Ab fell on a Sabbath, which carries with 
it the necessary consequence that the 17th of Tammuz 
was also a Sabbath. It was deemed desirable to fix a 

special Haftara for such a Sabbath; this was the portion 
cited in the Pesikta. The others do not recognise this 
Sabbath as one of the extraordinary days, and give only 
three unusual readings. Yet why Ezek. xxxiv. ? By 
looking over the Haftaras of the triennial cycle, treated 
above in detail, we find that this passage is assigned to 
Levit. xxvi., and Jerem. . i. 1 to Exodus i. 1, by the 
Yemenian MSS. and Midrash, Brit. MEas. Or. 1422, 
Salomon b. Nathan, and the South Italian and Persian 
rituals. Is there then any connection between this 
Sabbath and the Pentateuch Seder just quoted? We found 
above (p. 433) that in most cases the Torah reading was 
finished in Palestine about the 7th of Adar, and began 
afresh about the 1st of Nissan; according to R. Eliezer, 
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the Torah was finished on the second Sabbath of Shebat. 
It was surprising to us that both these occasions should be 

regarded by the Mishna (Rosh Hash., I. 1) as New Year 

days; and we suggested that this was probably con- 
nected with the different customs in vogue in different 
schools as to the date on which the reading of the 
Law was commenced. If this conjecture is correct, 
then there must have been many congregations which 
started the Pentateuchal lessons on the 1st of Elul, 
since this day is also described by the Mishna as a 
New Year. Following out a division of the Sedarim on 
this latter basis, we find that Levit. xxvi. falls on the 
Sabbath of the 17th of Tammuz; and we now perceive 
what was the origin of the .Haftara of the Pesikta; it was 
the ordinary prophet reading for that particular Penta- 
teuch passage.' 

This happened in the second year of the cycle based 
on the supposition that the first of Elul was the starting 
point; in the first year Exodus i. 1 was reached on 
Sabbath 17th of Tammuz, whose Haftara, Jer. i. 1, we find 
in reality assigned by all sources to this Sabbath. In the 
third year Deut. xxviii. formed the Pentateuchal portion, 
for which the Haftara in question, Jeremiah li. or Isaiah i. 
did duty; both these are moreover enumerated in the 
series of punishment readings. There exists a number of 
remarks in the Midrash which clearly imply such a 
division of the Sedarim, the consideration of which, 
however, would lead us too far. We must notice, however, 
a striking fact, which is the outcome of this partition of 
the Pentateuchal portions. 

If, as a matter of fact, those exhortatory passages cited 
in the later sources are the Haftaras of three Sabbaths in 
three different years, then in Palestine there could only 
have been one such Sabbath every year, since there were 

1 The Karaites have Isaiah i. 19 for this portion, and, in fact, this is 
included among the Kn1W110. 
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no other pnnishment portions. As a matter of fact Rab, 
who came from Palestine, informs us that an unusual 
Haftara was recited there only when either the 1st or 9th 
of Ab fell on a Sabbath, In this way the opinion suggested 
by the triennial cycle receives additional conifirmation. A 
second conclusion necessarily follows from the foregoing. 
If the Haftaras before the 9th of Ab were derived from the 
three different years, this must also have been the case with 
the consolation portions, and therefore only one Sabbath 
could have been devoted to this purpose. Should, however, 
the examination of the passages themselves not establish 
such an inference, I shall1 add here the account of the 
author in the Haftara collection of the Persian ritual 
(Brit. MAus. Or. No. 2451, p. 288b), for which my thanks are 
due to Mr. Schechter, of Cambridge. It reads as- follows: 

* lvw I7IN4-= ,r 'p-7 ~I~Hl iv5vIfi V~ 

IflH p', ~ tLV1t~~ ** 1-=W * ~-I 4i- * 17 

'pmn- -ii -irisi -rri tori - 

witv l)s MP 111,171D Si 717 til-rn Itm-rn rr'5 'prr 
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r tnmw rlp t ia 3"rr19 n" ]w rz n auin ;? tvn rnT t t =IA 
t ^N-H rInn? nbnnnn nrvran fr rs srsy bnvt nt nYr 
nlHnwn;n n'- fl nrs:2 nripl7 T^sHI nrnn ~n:bn nr;n;n 

He asserts with especial stress that the order of the 
consolation Haftaras for the next year should be the same 
as in this. He was perfectly aware of the various arrange- 
ments of these prophet readings, which, being derived from 

many years, did not always fall into the same succession; 
indeed, the portions themselves were different, as we shall 
soon see. I start from the remark of the Midrash 
Tanchuma (Deut. i.) which gives an account of the rnT 

passages. It says:-8- t tO n3 -nvt 7n t ninnt m 3 
fptvn i =nirpn3 7 rpnnt n is m t:= nt - 7n nnpbt U 
* rN1: Y13V + Hn Ts iTn ' 3=S =38 * 1nv InD Hm i Dn 
Annr nvri nli ' tCvwS wtvw 't+ rninIn nv-nnnrvn. 

Thus six portions are mentioned, xl. 1; li. 12; li. 9; li. 
17; lxi. 10; xxxv. 1, all of which have this in common, 
that they repeat the first word. The last passage is un- 

doubtedly suspicious, since it is decidedly out of place in 
accordance with the order of the sections in the book. 
Moreover, the second, third, and fourth constitute one 
Haftara. We have thus only three certain readings, 
namely, xl. 1; li. 9; and lxi. 10. On the other hand we 
see that all authorities, including the Pesiktas, enumerate 
the following series:-xl. 1; xlix. 14; liv. 11; li. 12, in 
which succession the position of the last passage only seems 

strange. The following three are named by all, though the 
order is indefinite, some arranging them: lxi. 1, liv. 1, and 
Ix. 1; others, lxi. 1, lx. 1, liv. 1. No notice is here taken 
of the actual placing of these portions in the prophet book 
itself. The Pesikta Rabbati has Zach. ii. 14 instead of liv. 
1, and has also a new Haftara in Zach. ix. 9. We can easily 
discover the cause of this deviation. According to the Mid- 
rash the expressions of comfort should be repeated, which 
is not the case with liv. 1 (;prr7p Tn), but is with Zach. ii. 
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14 (rnnrtv inn); even so is it with Zach. ix. 9' (rsn 'sb1), the 
emphatic 'Tnt being equal to a repetition. By counting all 
of which we have indication there are nine, which must be 
divided among three years. 

The probabilities are in favour of placing those first 
which contain the word rnn, so that xl. 1, li. 12, and liv. 11 
would belong to the first year; xlix. 14, Ix. 1, and lxi. 10 
to the second; and liv. 1, Zach. ii. 14, and ix. 9 to the third. 
We have also found portions borrowed from Isaiah read 
after the New Year. Both Pesiktas, Maimonides, and the 
Persian ritual name Hosea xiv. 2, which corresponds to the 

import of -m:wn mnw. On the other hand, the Yemenian 
MSS. and Solomon b. Nathan name Isaiah Iv. 6 instead. 
We must notice here also the Haftaras cited by those 
authorities who know of no consolation portions, since 

they assigned Ezek. xviii. to Deut. xxxii., there being 
between these a similarity of subject-matter. The 
Haftara, Ezek. xviii., we found in the MS. of the triennial 

cycle assigned to Levit. v. which fell on Sabbath Shuba. 
This is the Haftara mentioned by the MS., which otherwise 
follows the Karaite portions, and also the South Italian 
ritual, whilst the Spanish, on account of the Pentateuch 
Seder being a song, selected 2 Sam. xxii. We have thus 
again three prophet readings for one Sabbath, which 

correspond to the three years of the cycle. When in later 
times there were found nine comfort portions and three 
Haftaras for ninw ,n1u, all of which were retained in the 
annual cycle, their number offered many difficulties, for 
the three consolation passages in ancient times were well 

assigned to the three Sabbaths from the 9th of Ab till the. 
last Sabbath of Ab, on which occasion the reading of the Law 
came to an end. In accordance, however, with the annual 

cycle, there were twelve portions for only eight Sabbaths. 
This superabundance of Haftaras must have given rise to 

1 Perhaps originally chosen in place of xlix. 14, which verse does not 
contain any comforting message. 
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much divergence of opinion. Just as the author in the 
Persian ritual sought to explain the gradually-developed 
series as a result of a surplus, we can similarly justify the 
treatment of this super-abundance by Jacob b. Yehudah, 
the writer of the Qrn y. He says (p. 44):- 

n lWe can at leas1 gater w ith certainy rom our investi- 

gation of the co nsolation Haftaras,i that in Palestine- 

after the 9nh of Ab w ere supplied with passags from 

Isaiah, which formed the texts for homilies containing 

O MinnU T n 31i nn: in3 nn -1 ̂ r57 lcmrDn nnl lvns 

is cusn tom wlas dter mine n ertaintly o or invest 
gation of the consolation Haftaras, that in Palestine- 

probably at first in post-Talmudical times-severalrSabbaths 
after the 9th of Ab, were supplied with passages from 
Isaiah, whichi formed the texts for homilies containinr 
words of hope and lwayhave eennt. ith the spread of 
this custoln it was deterined not only to read from 
Isaiah on these seven Sabbaths, but that this same 

prophet should be generally used as the Haftara book, 
and cthat the other prophetical woras slould only be 
resorted to, when no appropriate passage is to be found 
in Isaiah. Certainly, ift t Haftaras for three years 
were to be taken from one boolk, it is impossible that the 
context should always have been the motive pronmpting the 
selection of the prophet passage. Hence it happened 
that readingcs were chosen which a(gree only with the 
initial words of the Pentateuch Sedarim, and which we 
found contained in the MS. treated in detail above. This 

proceedinr was, however, only followed in Palestine, while 
the Babylonians remained true to the Haftaras of earlier 
centuries. The Babylonians were also apprised of the 

practice of reading the Haftaras exclusively from Isaiah. 
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The Gaon Natronai, who flourished about the year 860 
writes as follows:--r71nm 1= pnp nrit =nSwwn rm11= 
=to 47-nnm1 1m:n S-i n i- riN -1 FrNinnn i n nr nItv=r 
wpinon rr bY HD (: ns ni 'D, ? 31; cp. 

Rappoport, Erech iMillin, p. 171").1 The Karaites who came 
to Palestine about the middle of the eighth century found 
these Haftaras in vogue in synagogues of that place and 

adopted them without any modification. 
Natronai Gaon indeed affirms that it was the after- 

noon HIaftaras that were selected from Isaiah, so that we 
cannot deduce from this statement that the Babylonians had 

any knowledge of the fact that the morning portions were 
also exclusively taken from this prophet. Since, however, 
we see clearly that the majority of the Haftaras were 
derived from Isaiah, and that this book unless by means of 

repetition afforded no room for a second series of readings, 
the Gaon could only have spoken of those Haftaras already 
mentioned in our MS. What is meant by the custom of 

reading Haftaras on Sabbath afternoon, and what shape 
these readings assumed, must be left over for the treatment 
of the reading of the Hagiographa in a triennial cycle. 
To this subject I hope to devote a further essay. 

'The statement that the Palestinians did not read more than ten verses 
must have been deduced by the Gaon from the fact that the consola- 
tion chapters xl.-lxvi. contained only 525 verses, and these being divided 
among fifty-two Sabbaths, give ten for each. The 3AlidrasA1 Tancwiuma to 
Deuteronomy i. seems to have considered also the first part of the 
book as including consolatory passages, an opinion shared by tradition 
in general. We saw, however, no passage given before xl. 1, that cited at 
the end of xxxv. 1 being very doubtful. 

ADOLF BUCHLER. 
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